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Abstract 
Fixed se<.1uences perfon11ed fron1 n1en1ory play a key role in lnunan cultural behavior, especially in 
1nusic and in rapid conununication through speaking, handwriting, and typing~ Upon first 
perfonnancc, fixed sequences are often produced slowly, but cxt·ensive practice leads to perfonnance 
that is both l1uid and as rapid as allowed by constraints inherent in the task or the performer. The 
experin1ental st·udy of fixed se<-Iuencc learning and production has generated a large database with 
so1ne challenging findings, including practice-related reorganizations of tetnporal properties of 
performance. In this paper, we analyze this literature and identify a coherent set of robust 
experimental effects. Among these arc both the .reqm11ce lnzgt!J effect 011 latemy, a dependence of 
rcacl'ion time on sequence length, and jmu'liw-dej!ellrlmt /o.r.r of t!Je lnzgth efjfct 011 latemy. We then 
introduce a neural network architecture capable of explaining these effect's. Called the N-
STREAMS model, this multi-module archit'ecture embodies the hypothesis !'hat !'he brain uses 
several substrates for serial order representat-ion and learning. The. d1t'.ory describes three such 
substrates and how learning aut·onOinously n1odifics t·hcir interact-ion over the course of pract·ice. A 
key feature of the architecture is the co-operation of a 'con1pct-itive queuing' perforn1ance 
n1cchanisrn with bor-l1 fundan1entally parallel ('priority-tagged') an(i fim(lainent:ally sequential ('chaill-
like') representations of serial order. A neurobiological intcrprct·at"ion of d1c architecture suggests 
how different parts of t·he brain divide the labor for serial learning and performance. Rhodes (1999) 
present·s a con1plete n1at"l1Cmatical n1odcl as in1pletnentation of the architecture, and reports 
successful simulations of d1c rnajor cxperin1e1Hal cffeus. It also highlights how the network 
tnechanisn1s incorporated in d1e architecture con1parc and contrast with earlier substrates proposed 
for con1pet'it·ive quelling, priority t·ag-g-ing an(i response chaining. 
2 Neural basis of sequence learning and performance 
Neural Dynamics of Learning and Performance of Fixed Sequences: 
Latency Pattern Reorganizations and the N-STREAMS Model. 
A critical cmnponcnt of hunuu1 culture is an open set of adaptable procedures that are 
continually being invented, retncn1bcred, generalized, and replicated by individual and social learning 
tnechanistns. c;eneralizcd procedures often have branch points at which intelligent choice anlOng 
alternative courses of action requires vigilant deliberation within the evolving internal and external 
cnvironn1ent. \Xlhen selected courses of action have no furt"her branch points, i.e., when selected 
actions are fixed n1oven1cnt sequences, then extensive practice leads to perfon11~HlCC that is bod1 
l1uid and as rapid as allowed by constraints inherent in the task or the performer. Such fixed 
sequences, which arc ultin1atcly pcrfon11ed fron1 111C1110ry with reduced or no external cueing, play a 
fundan1ental role in hun1an cultural behavior, n1ost obviously in tnusic and in rapid con1n1tmication 
through speaking, han<.hvriting, and typing, but also in sports and 111anual skills. Learned sequences 
pcrfcm11cd rapidly li:om memory are also exemplified in t·he skilled activity of diverse avian and 
111<H11n1alian species. 
Many aspects of SCL]UCnce perception, learning, n1Cn1ory, and perfonnance have con1e undc.r 
scrutiny in forn1al experin1t:ntal studies. This paper focuses on chronon1et:ric studies of the 
n1en1ory-·guidcd 1_x:rforn1ance of relatively short" sequences, bec1usc the perspective is prin1arily a 
nlot·oric one. Thus, the basic question of interest is how sequence learning and performance 
n1cchanisrns cooperate to 'keep dw pipeline loade<.r so that response outvut is f1uid, with n1ini1nal 
delays at sequence start-up and between successive iten1s. This allusion to the world of 
n1icroproccssors is apt because perforrning as tnany operations per second as possible requires 
con1plex 1nechanisn1s, including efficient·, on-·the··t1y, retrieval fron1 rnuhiple types of n1cn1ory to 
rninir11ize occasions when the CPU is idly waiting for d1e next instruction. L~\rc.n greater cornplexity 
is t·o be expected in the n1echanisn1s evolved by anin1als t·o enable rapid, on-t-llt>fly, cornposit·ion of 
anion under n1ncn1onic and context:wll co1Hrol. 
Classifying Theories of Sequence Learning and Pmduction 
Before reviewing !"he fon11al chronon1etTic st"udics of int·ercst, it is useful to constTuct a 
classificat·ion schcn1c i~H· t"heories of sequence learning and production. Such a schen1e should 
cncotnpass the full range of viable alt-ernative n1odd t-ypes. Arnong d1e n1ost inlport'atll" discussions 
of basic alternatives is that of Lashley (1951 /1 %0), because he used chronometric data (as well as 
error data) as part of an argun1e111" about· n1cchanisn1s for sequence production. In particular, 
L .. ashley used data on the rate of signal conduct-ion in nerve fibc.rs to argue against" stitnulus·-rcsponsc 
(S-R) chainit1g as the basis f()l· rapid perfonnanccs such as expert typing. ln brief,] ,ashley argued 
d1at felt contact witl1 the 11th key could not be !1w funnional stinmh1s for the next response, striking 
key !I+ 1, because expert typists hano already launched stroke 11+ I before the brain can have 
generated a 1novcn1cnt triggered by sensory feedback from stroke 11. (For caveats, see Abbs, Cracco, 
& Cole, 1 984; Jacobs & Bullock, 1998). In place of stimulus-response chaining, Lashley argued Llr 
centrally organized sequences. 'J() allc)w sufficient" f1cxibility for cont"cxl"··(lcpcndcnt rcc)nlering, he 
also argued for a con1plcx mechanisn1 consisting of two separate processes, one for representing the 
it"en1s const-ituting a seqtJencc, and t·he other for represent"ing t·he order that should obtain an1ong 
those iten1s (a separation incorporated in fonnal gran1n1atical theories, cf Borslcy, 1991 ). Since 
.L.ashlcy's S-R criti<.rue and counterproposal, there have been rnany subsequent proposals, son1e wid1 
rnuch greater nx:chanist·ic detail. In one subset· of d1esc, the 11K'.chanistn of response chaining has 
been revived with various augmentations (1\rbib & Dominey, 1995; Cleercmans & J imionez, 1998; 
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C:lcercmans & McClelland, 1991; Dominey, 1995, 1997; Dominey, 1998; Dominey, Arbib, & Joseph, 
1995; Dominey & Boussaoud, 1997; Elman, 1990; Grossberg, 1968; 1970; Jime.nez, Mendez, & 
Ckcremans, 1996; Jordan, 1985; 1986), albeit typically as a centro! process that: escapes Lashley's 
critique based on conduction delays. In another subset, the central rnechanisn1 for sequence 
representation has been fundamentally different from response chaining (Boardman, 1995; 
Boardman & Bullock, 1991; Dell, Burger, & Svec, 1997; c;rossberg, 1978/1982; Gupta & 
MacWhinney, 1997; I Iough ton, 1990; Page & Norris, 1998a, 1998b; Rhodes, 1999; Ward, 1994). For 
example, Sternberg et aL (1978/1980) proposed a model in which item representations would be 
tagged with priority labels and then serially searched until the correct priority label was found and 
the tagged iten1 used to generate a response. 
A classification of alternatives requires son1e definitions and distinctions. One key 
dis!"incl"ion is between rejHrJeu/a/ion.r of serial order and jJe~fhrJJJrmce tJ!ethcmiw;,\· for serial execution. 
Rept"esent:ltions of Setial Ot"du 
Wiehin the class of representtHions of serial order, \Ve define two n1ajor subclasses: 
L'imdmJJelllrilly jwm!lel re;msentalio!l of .rnial order: A representation of serial order is 
fundamenullly parallel if the information rcc1uired f(w resolving the serial order is simultaneously 
available yet: alienable from t·he items. Example: Each item in a set' of acfive response 
representations in a working n1e1nory is given what: an1ounts to a 'priority tag> that specifics its order 
to an appropriat-ely designed pcrforn1~mcc n1echanism. 
filmda!Jiel!!al!y Jf'rial JY'j)J'rsenta!ion q/ Jerial oJY!er: /\ representation of serial order 1s 
fundamentally serial if the infrrrmation rectuircd f(rr resolving the serial order becomes available only 
as a serial perfornltlncc or 111cntal rehearsal unfolds. Excn1plary are chaining n1cchanisn1s, whcd1er 
classical or n1orc recent-, e.g., recurrent: neural nets in which out"put" of d1e m-h it·cnl crcat·cs a 
necessary part: of 1"11c context for successful recall of the n+ 1 th it·cnL 
Perfonmwce Meclwnisms fot· Seti;Ji Execution 
Pcrfonnancc nK:chanisnls for serial exc.cution can r-ake n1any f~H-nls. If the representation is 
fundarnentally serial, execution rnechanisn1s can be rather sin1plc, and one such is an irnponanl" 
C0111JX)11C1H of the n1odel introduced belo\\~ ] lowcvcr, r-lwre can be con1plcx pcrforn1ance 
n1echanisn1s associated with serial representation. One reason is that even if covert sequence recall 
uses a serial n1echanisn1, the rcs1.11t of the covert recall can be a parallel working n1ernory (or 
otherwise brief1y buffered) repn:sental"ion t-hat" is used tn guide ped~)rnlance only at son1c later tinle. 
Because of our interest in performance of prepared sequences, we focus here on perfonnance 
mechanisms that: work in randcm wid1 fundamentally parallel serial order representations. We 
distinguish two basic types: 
Item led JIJJijJ!e jJamlk! serm!J: Search the item set in parallel l(lr the maximum or minimum vis" 
a-vis son1c fixed criterion. Exatnplc: To pcrforn1 an itcn1 set" in reverse order, run a race or 
con1petition favoring the itcrn with the tllinin1mn valued priority t·ag~ Perforn1 the winner, dclc!"e it· 
from the field of competitors, and repeat the search until the item set is exhausted. Perhaps the best 
. . 
known example of a class of models that assume parallel represent:al'ion and iterated parallel search 
are what: have recently been called comj;elitiw qHmiJz~, hereafter CQ, models (Boardman, 1995; 
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Boardman & Bullock, 1991; Bullock & Rhodes, 2002; Grossberg, 1978/1982; Gupta & 
MacWhinney, 1997; Houghton, 1990; Page & Norris, 1998a, 1998b). Such models (see Figure 1) 
have been fw;,rored by neural network theorists because node activation level is a natural basis for 
priority tagging and n1utual inhibil'ion is a natural basis for parallel search for a n1axitnun1 via winner-
take-all competition (e.g, (;ross berg, 1973; Grossberg & Levine, 1975). 
Item ted J1lii/Jk .rmr1! sean!;: Search the item set scc1uentially for the maximum or minimum vis-
~l-v1s son1e fixed criterion. Exatnple: /\gain, to perforn1 an it:en1 set in reverse order, place the first 
set iten1 encountered and its priority tag in an overwrit:ablc n1cn1ory celL Proceed through dw set 
and overwrite the 111en1ory cell wit·h any iten1 that has a lower priority value than d1e it·en1 already in 
the celL At the end of the set:, perform the item in the memory cell, delete it: from the list, and 
repeat: the search. Perhaps the best known model that combines parallel representation with iterated 
serial search is the subprogram retrieval (SPR) model of Sternberg ct aL (1978/1980). This model 
proposed that the tagged set was searched i1rst for priority tag 1. When an item was Lmnd that 
n1atched, it was perfon.11ed. Then the comHer representing the currently sought tag was 
incren1ented to 2, anot·her search conducted, etc. T'hus this 1nodel required no deletion of it-crns 
from the searched list. It appears that iterative serial search models have been f;worcd by theorists 
ini1ucnced n1orc strongly by digit-al C<>rnput:cr fcchniques t·han by neuroscience. 
Below, we argue that elen1cnts of several of these classes of reprcscnt:.Hion and perfonnance 
nH.:chanisrns tnust: coexist in an adc<.Juatc n1odcL 1-:or now, we ask: /\rc there viable theoretical 
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l·!'wor: 1. lnit·inl staLe of <l t:wo··bycr cornpct·itivc 
l]Ucuing (CQ) system, prior !"0 production of a flvc 
letter sc<-1uence. The SCljUCncc that· will unergc lS 
shown in the lower part or the llgure. J•:xcilatory 
connections terminate with arrowheads, inhibitory 
connections wi!l1 filled circles. The most <lClivc pbn 
is selected for execution in the lower, competit-ive 
choice, layer by a wmner··take··all dynamic whose 
ouLcomc is wholly determined (in the absence ot' 
noise) by the activation gr;1dient: (rcprcseming the to-
be-perrormcd sequence) present 1n the p<lmllcl 
planning layer. ()nee a plan rcprescnt:ll:ion wms at 
the competitive layer, a large outpul signal is sent to 
initiate exccuti(m o( the corresp()llding rcsp(msc 
(dc~ccnding arrow) and to delete the pbn's 
representation 111 the ]Hralld ;1C!"ivaunn layer 
(;tsccnding pMh t.o p<lrallcl planning layer} Thi~; 
process iterates until all plans have been enacted and 
all planning layer activities deleted. The result is 
;;C(]UCntial plan execution that corresponds to the 
init"ial rank ordering (gntdicnt) or plan activa!'ion 
levels in t·he upper field or the CQ network. 
1\lthough each competitive layer node would send an 
inhibitory connection to its correspondent: in the 
pamllcl pbnning layer, only one such connection is 
shown here, t:o avoid clutter. In this example, which 
uses recurrent inhibition in !"he choice layer, each 
competitive bycr node would inhibit all others, but 
only nearest--neighbor inhibition for a single node is 
actually depicted. !<'J:om Bullock ;md Rhodes (2002). 
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alternatives that fall outside this classillcation scheme? Certainly, it is possible, and probably 
necessary fClr language-like behavior (Dell et al., 1997; Gupta & MacWhinney, 1997; Ward, 1994), to 
have n1ore con1plex perfonnance n1echanisrns, but· they seen1 not· to be rc.quired for representation 
and perforn1ance of the arbitrary sequences treated in this paper. Of greatest itntnediate interest 
fron1 du-.~ n1otoric perspective is a case that seetns to be in1plied by son1e prior discussions (e.g:, 
i\tl.inson & Shiffrin, 1968) and that involves a sitnpler perfornunce n1echanisn1, nmnely non~ 
iterative search. Consider that thc.re tDight· exist an output buffer t·hat" consists of an ordered set of 
slots. Whenever the slots are occupied, and the system is ready to perform, t1wn it performs the 
item in slot 1, if any, the item in slot 2, if any, etc., until it reaches the end of the set of slots. In this 
case, we have a fundanwntally parallel representat-ion of t·he serial order: I ten1s are ten1porarily 
assigned to slots, which arc therefore alienable frotn the iten1s, and the inforn1at:ion spccif)ring l"he 
order is sin1ultancously available. I lowever, at the tin1e of the perfonnance, no iterative search is 
necessary, bc.cause appropriate preloading allows the slot·s to be searched only once, in a fixed order. 
This rnechanisn1 has grc.at: initial appeal because it could support w:ry fast output. J Jowcvcr, 
it becon1es less appealing when one considers either its associ<Hcd preparation (slot pn:..loading) 
costs or its degree of neurobiological plausibility 1\1lorcover, it: predicts that, after allo\ving an1plc 
t·inle for preloading itctns into slots, the reaction t·inle to initiate pcrforn1ancc of ehe first: it:en1 should 
be independent of list length, i.e., the number of preloaded slots. This prediction is contradicted by 
the well··established .req11mil' ki(~l!l eflid 011 latmry. Discovered by Sternberg et al. (1978/1980), this is 
the generalization t·hat: t"llC t·inlc needed t:o init-iate perf(}nTutnce of a prepared sequence increases 
with sequence lengd1. We bc.licve t·hat· t"lw length effect on latency rules out: non-it:ee-1t"ivc search as 
an e/('IJJeJJ!fl~J' rapid pcrforn1ance n1echanisn1, althoug-h an analogue of it appears to be cobbled 
together as a hZgb /n;e/ J!rategy in the classical orator's 'tnet:hod of loci' (Bower, 1970) for storing and 
recalling long lists. Nevertheless, below we repr1se recent studies (Klapp, 1995; Verwey, 1996) 
intiicat-itlg that 1"l1e length effect on lat·cncy disa1_1pcars after extensive praceice with fixed setjUetlCCS. 
This phenon1enon provides one of dw key conundntnls 111otiv:Hing dw present study: \Xlhat 
con1binat·ion of representation, pcrforn1ance, and learning Incchanisn1s can explain a robust· 
sec1\1ence length effect on latency early in practice as well as its disappearance aher sufficient 
pract-ice? 
Task Characteristics 
Before proposing an answer to that- quest·ion, we present a brief look at· t11e cornpdencics 
implied by typical instances of performance of fixed prepared sequences, ldlowed by a much closer 
look at practice-dependent evolution of temporal pmperl"ies of such performance. 
Aspects of tbe Competence to Peti(JJ"m Fixed Preputed Sequences 
Consider a Lln1iliar cxam.pk of serial order behavior: that: of dialing a telephone nun1bcr. 
This task can be com.plctcd in nurncrous ways !"ltat: rc<-pJire fewer or n1orc con1ponents of 
intelligence. Lel"s nuke a coarse cnunwnll"ion of son1c of the rn·ajor con1ponctl!"s. Suppose that a 
second person reads out: the nmnbcr to t-he dialer. At the n1ost stinmlus-drivcn cxtrcrnc, each 
individual digit can be dialed immediately as it is heard, and the dialer need have no ability to COill"rol 
serial order. The sole rcquircnletlt" of the dialer in t"l1is case is !"hal" there exists a correct rnapping 
fron1 heard digit to pressed digit". Existence of such a n1apping will henceforth be assun1ed. 1\ 
tncn1ory rcquiren1e11!" arises when the reader presents the er11"ire st-ring to a dialer obliged to wait· unt"il 
cotnplel"ion of t"hc dicl"at"ion before start-ing to dial. Under t"lu.:~se condit-ions, there nlust- be item and 
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order preserving storage (ability 1) dnt bridges t·he ten1poral gap between perception and execution. 
l)uring execution, there n1ust exist: sotne n1echanisn1 fot· accessing the n1cn1ory and using it· as a 
basis for OtH:.:~by-one perforn1~wce of iten1s in t11e correct order (ability 2). Such a n1echanisn1 
prevent:s all but: the current1y select:ed response from having access to the effect:or apparatus while 
also preventing undesired repet"it·ion of responses. 
A cotntnon experience in dialing episodes is that: an interruption occurs son1ewhere between 
con1pletion of string presentation and cotnplction of dialing. If the int·crntpt·ion is unexpected, and 
the string novel, then often the stored representat"ion of t-l1e to-be-dialed nmnber is lost, and 
execut"ion E1ils. This in1plics thai" dw sole useful n1ctnory of a novel string is often 'short tcrn1' and 
c1uite fragile, which leads to a high error rate. 
Another way of gaining clues rcgarcling the involved con1ponents of cotnpctencc is t·o 
exarnine t"in1ing. In the stinmlus-drivcn case, t·here are lengthy dc.lays between keypresses, bod1 fron1 
waiting for the reader's next uu-crance and fron1 having to perceive dw digit nan1e and nutp it onl"o 
the correct key press. r;:ven in the rncn1ory--loading case, dialing a novel ntunbcr is sonlewhat· slow 
and lacking in fluidity. 
Repeated dialing of t·he san1e nurnbcr-i.e., pract·ice wid1 n fixed sequence-produces a variety 
of changes in perfonnancc.. Recog-ni!"ion <lnd covert: self-con1pletion of !"he whole sequence begins 
to occur before the reader con1pletdy presents t11e nmnbcr, the error rate decreases 1narkedly, and 
the speed and fluidity of peri"lrmancc increases. These practice-associated changes imply additional 
rncchanisn1s, Jl()f"ably pnKcdural learning (ability 3) and declarative long--tenD men1ory wil"h hc)l"h 
recognition (ability 4) and recall (ability S). Our goal in the fdlowing is to understand how these 
various con1pcment:s C<lll be inu_:grated into a rcal--tin1c pn)Ccssing rnodel capable of eXj)laining 
detailed properties of !11e t·cnlporal structure of pcrforn1ancc and it·s pract"ice--dcpcndcnt cvolut·ion. 
Protocols for Studying the Perfonwwce o[ Fixed PrepMed Sequences 
Se<.JUencc learning :.1nd pcrfornuncc have been sysU::n1Mically studied with Inany 
expcrirnent·al prol"ocols. '\1-/c focus here on dw result-s from. t"l.1rcc protocols, those of St-ernberg et al. 
(1978/l<JSO), of Klapp (l'J95) and of Verwey (1996). Results from the immedial"e serial nccall (JSR) 
prot·ocol of Cow<lll (1994), togcdwr wid1 colleagues (Cowan et al., 1992; Cowan d al., 1 994), will 
also be !"reate d. These protocols can be dd!ncd vis a vis others by !"lwir values on a list" of task 
din1ensions. T'hough not exhaustive, this list contains dw rnajor task features that· haYe been used in 
a large smnplc of serial rnovcnwnt experin1ent"s. Table l classifies a large nun1ber of recent studies 
on these din1cnsions, which we now briefly describe. 
Gmdrllll'{'. Ext"crnal guidance involves prov-iding environn1e11t"al (typically visual) cues during 
sequence pcrforrnancc t·o indicat·c the correct next response. If the entire sequence is cued only 
prior t·o perfornwnce, or if the sequence is recalled frorn prior pract"ie<.\ !"hen performance is 
internally, or rnen1ory--, guided. J .. carning typically shift's d1e balance frotn external to internal 
gui<.iancc. 
Pa<il{~· J•:xtcrnally paced sec1ucnee perf:(mnance involves artificially imposed delays between 
itcrns. Pc.rfonnancc wit·hout c.xpcrimcnl"t:~r imposed dchys bct"ween itetns is internally paced. This 
includes pcrforn1ancc instructed to be as C1st as possible. 
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Preloadinc~ jJo.r.rihle. \Vhen a unique sequence is specified prior to an imperative performance 
signal, then perG:>rn1crs can prepare their response in advance of being required to execute it By 
definition, a simple reaction time (sRT) task allows prdoading, but: a choice reaction time (cRT) 
task does not. 
Learnin~g !eJJd If induction and nH.'.asuren1e::nt of learning is an objecl"ive, then the relative level 
of practice, e.g., 'n1oderate or 'overlearned', bccon1es an in1portant consideration. 
DedaratiPc trjJreJentation . .A declarative n1cnlory n.::prescrHat-ion is required in son1e tasks. On 
d1t: ot-her hand, in1plicit learning tasks 111ay be\ and often arc, cornplctcd without apparent 
engagernCJlt of a declarative recall capacity. 
D/1(!1/rl.fk.: .A secondary task may be used to probe d1e effects, if any, of additional demands 
on the learning and/ or pcrforn1ancc of serial n1oYen1ents. 
h?/ia(J' rondition.r .ratt4!Cd ~)' jJI?.(Jr lY'JjJonJe. '1-;(:licity con(lit"ions' QJorrowcd fron1 speech act· 
theory, e.g~, .Austin, 1962) arc any precondit-ions !"hat n1ust be satisfied before a response's 
perforn1ance \vill be judged successful (cf. the children's gan1c 'Sin10n says'). In Utsks where t"hc 
SC(lllencc is pn::-.-specificd and a single C<) stinmlus given for d1e etHirc sequence, then perforn1ancc 
of !"he first: clctnent sat·isfies t·hc felicity conditions i~)r initiHion of t"he second elen1c.nt, and so on. 
l f a separafc CO stimulus must· be awaited before (felicitous) production of each individual 
clcnlCnt:, then con1pletion of ~l prior clement: docs not by itself license init·ial"ion of t·he succc.cding 
response. Such a protocol allows experirnen!·al rnanipulat-ion of 1'11c response to st-it11ulus inter\'al 
Q<.Sl). 
Trial and envr dt~rm;;e~J'· A pcrf()nner can be presented direcdy wit1l a sequence, or required to 
discover by trial and error the con:cct" order in which t"o perforn1 it:cn1s fron1 a presented set'. l)ireef 
prcsent:al"ion can be explicit, as in !"he phone dialing exan1plc, or irnplicit, as in the serial rc:-lCt-ion firnc 
(SKI) t·ask (e.g, Nissen & Bulletncr, 1.987), which docs not- re{_1uirc trial and error discovery. Trial 
and error discovery involves a search an1ong available alt-ernatives th:-lt' is oft-en abetted by a san1pling 
withcmf replaccn1cnt" st-rategy. 
,Yllb-·seqlf(~!Ur dnmk.r re11.rer!. Repetition tllay or rnay not be allowed wid1in dlC sequences being 
learned or exccuh:d. LLid1er individual elcnx:nt:s or stable clcnx:nt groupings, often called chunks, 
n1ay be reused. 
D(jj{!ren! brrmc/Je.rjhJill JflllN Jtel!l. Sequential mo\'(:mcnt: t·asks can :-1lso in1posc within·-SC(jl.H:'.ncc 
context: resolul'ion when different· branches are allowed fron1 the sarnc st:ctn. That: is, one clonent: in 
one context and anofher clcrnent in a different· context" can succeed any given elc:n1enL 
C11ei1z_g method in e.Yierna/ p-1irlrmce. In externally guided tasks, the correct: response can be 
indicated using a \'aricty of stinmlus charact"eristics, e.g., spafial locat·ion or color. 'J'his has been 
cxploit·ed in studies of S·-R compatibility 
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Table 1 No/c. \'X/hcrc multiple conditions were reported in a pnpcr, the !'ask colunHl idcntiflcs the task analy:~.cd in a given 
row: VC = visually-guided; MC = mcn1ory-guidcd. The basic paradigm type column indicates the general class of 
paradigm the task belongs to (with an asterisk indicating a modified form): sRT = sin1plc reaction time; cRT = choice 
reaction time; Sternberg= protocol of Sternberg Cl al. (1978/1980) as discussed in the text; SRT =serial reaction tin1c 
(as introduced by Nissen & Bullcmcr, 1987); 2XN = the blocked sCt]UCncc learning task employed by J Iikosaka and 
colleagues (e.g., llikosaka, Hand, i'diynchi, & f\'liyashita, 1995). Dimension levels: 1•: = cxtcrnnl; 1 =internal; B =both 
(external and internal); Y = yes; N = no; :\l = modcmtc; 0 =overlearned; S = spatial; C: = color; N .. '\ = not applicable; ? 
=uncertain from published inforn1<1l"ion. 
Focal Paradigms 
With a few exceptions to be noted below, the protocols of Sternberg et a!. (1978/1980), 
Klapp (1995), and Vc.nvey (1996) share the fo1lowing features. Perfornnnce is internally guided, 
and, after a single externally provided CO stimulus, int·ernally paced. Preloading is possible and 
strongly encouraged. Learning is directly assessed in two of d1e three studies, which explicit-ly vary 
t·he level of practice. Declarative memory of the sequences is present in all cases, but there is no 
dual task. Each response. within a su1ucnce or response group satisfies the felicity conditions for 
execut-ion of the following response. Trial and error learning of sequences is not required, and no 
subsequence reuse is present. 
The Ste1·nbe1g Ti1.9k 
In the basic Sternberg (1978/1980) task, subjects were int<mmcd of l'lllc sequence to be 
perforrned, given an1ple tin1e to prepare i~H· exccufion, and rC<jUircd to con1plctc t·he predefined 
sequence of n1oven1cnts as Lluickly as possible following the (;{) stinmlus. Thus the pcrforn1anccs 
\Vc.rc in!erlla/6'·· or JJJeJJJO()\~IIided. The independent variable of 1nain interest was sequence lcngdl····t"he 
nutnber of it:cn1s in the list. This nurnbcr ranged frorn one to five. The prin1ary dependent" 
variables were chronon1dric, e.g., onset· l:Hency. In n1ost of the experinlCnl"s, subjects were given 
countdown signals, during a fixed itHcrval forcpcriod, to warn of the approaching C·O st·inmlus. 
Use of a variable f(mcperiod (Sternberg, Wright, Knoll, & Monsell, l 980) increased mean latencies 
wid1ou1" changing any of the other general effects described below Because error rates were very 
low in all conditions, the lists were considered to be '.mb-JjJm/ sequences, i.e., wit·hin the capacity of 
subjects' short--tenn 111ernory storage. Extension to six iten1s (in St"ernbcrg ct· al., 1980) increased d1e 
error rate, but did not change the general pattern of results. 
Sequence prcdctern1ir1ation and an1plc preparation t·inK: were intended !:c) highlight 
chronon1ctric variance due l"o n1otor/ output· processes while excluding effects of input processing 
and/ or dccision .. nlaking. Subjects were well practiced on ehe tr1.rk, but· sequence .. spccific learning 
w:-1s lin1ited because any given SCLiuencc was reused rarely. 
J(J:~pp 's DeHign 
Klapp (1995) manipulated response uncertainty as an independent variable. In his simple 
reaCI'ion time (sRI) condition, subjeCI's were instructed which settuence to perform well before the 
GO stimulus. In the choice reaction time (cR:l) condition, the appropriate one of two alternative 
response sequences was indicated to subjects by the value of the CO stimulus. In cRT trials a single 
st:inmlus provided both sekct-iotl and trigger infonnation, whereas in sR'l' tTials the selection 
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infonnation preceded the trigger infonnation. Thus any processes required for response 
progratntning had to be pcrforrned while the latency clock was running in the cR.T condition, but 
could be completed before the clock started running in the sRT condition. Response selection 
difficulty was held constant: across cRT conditions in Klapp's study. 
Klapp (1995) used three other independent variables. Sequences were either 1- or 4·· item(s) 
in length. Thus, a partial replication of the Sternberg et: al. (1978/1980; 1980) task was included. 
The levels of response and chunk complexity also varied. Klapp used a short press (a Morse code 
dit:) as 1'11e simple keypress response and a long press (dah) as the more complex response. Subjects 
practiced to perfonn the two types consistently and within certain constraints before test-ing began. 
Chunk complexity in the 4-it:em condition was dependent on the degree of pracl'ice, the final 
independent: variable used by Klapp. Subjects practiced in the various conditions over a period of 
eight days. During the resultant: 320 encounters with each sequence, considerable learning occurred. 
Analysis of tin1ing data suggested t·hat: early in pract"ice a 4-it:en1 sequence was progranuned as four 
discrete responses (i.e., as four distinct single clen1cnt chunks) whereas after sufficic.nt practice. the 
san1e seclucnce could be progran1n1cd as a unit·ary chunk consisting of four ordered clctnents. 'I'he 
study's n1ajor dependent· variables were R.T and, for the 4--it:cnl sccluenccs, int:t:r.-response intervals 
(IRIs). 
Verwey's Grouping Smdy 
The chronometric study by Verwey (1996) provided an especially revealing probe of the 
n1cchanisrns underlying serial learning and pcrforn1ance. I Tis cxperin1cnt c.n1ployc.d a pract-ice phase 
and a transfer phase. 
Prattite Pba.re. Verwey (1996) had subjcns tnake kcy]_;rcsses in response t"o vism1lly presented 
targefs in order t·o learn a 9--itern sequence cotnposcd of 2 or 3 subselplences. Practice was 
organized into sessions that consisted of four blocks of 30 tTials each. E~ach trial consisted of one 
con1plc.tc pcri~H·n1ancc of the 9--i!"ctn sequence. Over a four--day period, 22 pract"icc sessions were 
perl"mned. Thus, each subject perf(mned well in excess of 2500 pracl'ice trials. Subjects were 
encouraged t·o perforrn as lJUickly and accurat·cly as possible, but were forbidden t·o respond prior fo 
visual stinHJlus onset". [)uring rnost trials in the practice phase, Verwey introduced t:cn1poral delays at" 
selected points during dw stinnllus presentation stTcarn to control how subjects \vould parse the 
sequence into sttl)SCliUcnce groupings or chunks. Thus wit-hin sornc iten1 subsets the RSI (response. 
("C) st"irnulus interval) was set: t-o zero, but between son1e it:erns it- was set" long enough 1-o rClJUirc brief 
voluntary pausing by subject·s. This comlil'ion Verwey referred to as .rlmdlltwl (S). The delays always 
occurred at !"lw sanw position in the selJUCnce. They were arranged so that half the subject-s learned 
d1ree response groups of 3 it·enlS each (333 grouping) whereas t-l1e ot·hcr half learned a 3-itctn and a 
6-itcn1 response group (36 grouping). 'I'rials \Vere perfonncd cotHinuously wil"hin a block: 
pcrfonnance of the first it"en1 (for second and subsequent trials wit"hin a block) was separated fron1 
performance of the last item (of the preceding trial) only by the temporal delay inserted as part of 
t·he S condit-ion. Alt-hough subjects were not" prc--inf{)nned of the SClJUCncc, t11ey were aware !"hat the 
san1e repeat-ing p<lttern was used for each trial and soon learned the order of keypresses CClJUircd as 
wdl as where in the secjuence the temporal delays would occur. F'urt:hermore, they were explicitly 
instTuct:ed to usc the delay periods to prepare for the forthcon1ing response group--that is, t:o 
covert:ly preload it. 
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ln the fourth block of alternate sessions, the temporal delays were removed from the 
stin1ulus presentation strearn to create an llllJ!n!d?lred (US) condition. These were probe blocks used 
to interrogate t·he subjects' states of learning, in particular, the development of chunks used to 
perforn1 the sequence according to the partitioning introduced by the S condition's pattern of 
temporal delays. One notable feature of the US condition was that it presented no opportunity for 
advance preparation during an interval wit-11 no perfonnance rcquircn1cnts. I Iowcvcr, subjects could 
attetnpt son1e fortn of n1tlltitasking, whereby preparation of t11e forthcc)lning response group could 
occur concurrent1y with execution of the current: response group. In short, after learning, t"he US 
condition offered the ;mpamiOJ)' artailll)' of a sRI' condition but not the absence of output activit-y 
typical of the preparatory interval in a standard sRT task. 
'T'rrm~fer PhaJe. Verwey's (1996) transfer phase spanned four sessions consisting of four blocks 
of 30 trials each. These sessions came immediately after completion of the final pract·ice session. 
Subjects who had practiced the 333 grouping performed trials with 333 grouping in the transfer 
phase, and those who had practiced with 36 grouping perforn1cd 36 trials in transfer. All trials 
\Vithin a given tTansfer session were conducted under cit-her unstructured (US) or discrete (D) tin1ing 
conditions. The tiS condition was temporally identical to that used as probe during the practice 
phase. The l) condition subjects were inforn1ed of the forthcon1ing response group prior to its 
production, and were therefore able to prepare it in advance (as in Sternberg et al., 1978/1980). 
Each block \Vithin a session fCLJuired subjects to pcrforn1 one of four sequence types. One of these 
sequences was the one dwt- had been practiced t·hroughoul" t·he practice phase, while another was a 
novel sequence. 'fhe other two sequence types contained pm"t"s fron1 the response groups of dw 
previously practiced sec1uenccs. The latter types, which allowed demonstration of the specillcity of 
the groupings learned during practice, will not be furl"hcr considered he.re. 
Cowan's Use of Immediate Se1i:J/ Rec:i/1 (ISR) to Probe lf/01-Idng Mem01y Dynmnics 
Cowan (1 994) and Cowan et al. (1992; 1994) have studied short term storage and recall of 
lists of words, with word lengd1 and recall posit-ion as irnportant: independent variables. Alt-hough 
l"l1c paradign1s cn1ployed arc not- stTicdy H.T paradign1s, because rninitnizing recall initiation tin1cs is 
11(){" ernphasizcd in instT11Ctions t-o subjccl"s, l"in1ing dat"a indicate t-l1at: subject-s usc a stTatcgy 
sufficicndy sin1ilar to t·hat- used in H.T tasks t·o warrant considcral"ion of d1ese d:Ha in t-l1e current 
context". Tn part·icuhtr, subjcct·s realize t-hat· cotnpliancc wit-h d1c g--iven inst:ruct"ions·-·-1"0 nuxin1ize d1e 
tnunber of itcn1s recalled in correct· onlcr---·is best· achieved by speeding their recall performance. 
Jn brief; the typical immecliat-c serial recall (!SR) t:rial begins with the experimenrally-paced 
prcsent:ation of a series of words to be recalled later in the trd. Inclcpendent variables include d1e 
length of t·he \Vords used in the lists and the inl"erval elapsing between stinmlus word presentation. 
Upon completion of stinlUlus prcsent:at:ion, the subjccr is cued to recall the list. Usually recall in dw 
original order of presentation is required, however reverse ordering can also be rClJUl:st-ed. The 
st·andard dependent variable is the tn1n1ber of it·cn1s correctly recalled. In attempts to n1casure span, 
short: lists arc oft:en initially employed. Subjects who satisfy some rl jJtio;i threshold criterion f(Jr a 
block of trials at this lengd1 will progress to a block where 1"11e number of it-ems to be recalled has 
increased by one. 'l'his process iterates until the subject: L1ils to n1cct the accuracy cril"erion. 
Recent: cxperin1ent:s addressed dw issue of factors affect-ing the loss of inforn1:Hion frotn the 
limited capacity short--term memory (STM) buffer believed 1"0 provide the working memory 
subsystem critical f(lr performance of 1"11e task. Such STM cfkcts arc most reliably observed when 
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the sl"imuli to be recalled are drawn from a small set and recall in the correct serial order is required. 
This order is typically a novel order that is not derivable fron1 any known principle (e.g., gran1n1atical 
rule). Such short novel lists presented to subjects can be recalled perfectly if there is little or no 
intervening delay, whereas sufficiently long lists, or distnctor-task-filled delays between presentation 
and perforn1ance, lead to partial forgetting For a given subject, the 1naxitnun1 nwnbcr of it:en1s that 
can be recalled itnn1ctiiately in correct order is 1·aken to be a n1casurc of 'nletnory span' or ST1V1 
capacity. 
Temporal Variables in Performance of Fixed Sequences 
A key finding of these studies as a set is that the tetnporal propc.rties of pcrforn1ances of 
fixed sequences sho\v rnarkcd evolution over the course of practice. 'fhis evolution can be 
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Rn representing oven responses constituting the sequence. ln the next row l'l1e preparation t:imc is shown as any time 
allowed l:o prepare tt Sel]Uence up until the GO stilnulus onset, i.e., the onset or whtltevcr stimulus conveys the 
imperative l:o commence production of the sel]Uencc. (,'() .Uifil!!llf.l' is synonymous with imj)(!rtllil'e and I!Z~f!p: Next comes 
the Lutctu:y, i.e., the interv:-d between 1lw (J() stimulus and t·hc onset of the f1rst response. This interv;tl is ;\lso the 
!l'l.l(/irm lime (Rl). Ncxl' come a series or enumerated clement' durations and inter-clement pauses. li1etnent durMion 
(1 ~·1 )) is l'l1e int"t~rval during: which the rc;ponse for an clenwnt/it:cm i~; overt. I 'or keypre~;s tasks, 1 ':J) is ;m;.1:f dmulion, and 
for speech tasks, JJ!md dmt!/ion. Inte1'-1!.1ctueflt P:w8c (1/_ii>) is the interval between oCCsct of' a response and onset of the 
succeeding response. ln the third row, the Intct·-Re8p0118C Intcrv:t! (IJ<I) sp:-1ns f'rom t.he onsl'l' of a response to the 
onset· or the succeeding response. i\lthough response onset serves as the rcCcrcncc for this interval here, ll{ls hm·e 
somct·imes been rcCerenced to nthcr e\'en!'s (e.g., response orfsct:). In all us;tges, it spans d1e interval hctwecn 
corresponding points o! consecutive responses. The lH.l between Lwo successive responses is <llways the sum of one 
responsd,; ]~])and the lEP following that: response. The final rour rows define two other intervals diflerenrly for 
keypress vs. speech !'asks. Sequence DlJf'<ltiOJJ is the inlcrval between the onset of dw first· response and the end of 
se(1ucnce product·ion. ! 'or those keypress tasks wherein there is no ret]uircmcnl' for maintained key contact, this end 
conventionally occur~; at· key contact, i.e., at: the onset: of the rinal rc~;ponsc. hH s11eech wsks, the end conventionally 
occurs ;H the orrsct of t-he final response. hnally, EXecution Time is the sum of the latency ;lnd seljucncc duration 
irll'ervals. It spans fron1 the CO onset: to the end of 1'11e se(jucncc dunll-ion. Thus, unlike sequence dumt:ion, exccu!'ion 
time spans bod1 covert and overt processes or response execution. 
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described in tenns of ten1poral landn1arks, and intervals between tetnporal landtnarks, that are 
inherent in the task. Figure 2 presents a tin1e line and non1enclature that \Viii be standard in our 
discussion. 
Atnong n1easurcs not depicted in Figure 2, the n1ost in1portant are two used by Verwey 
(1996), whose statistical analysis was conducted by cornparing sequence start (SS) tin1c, defined as 
the latency from the end of one subsec1uence to the starr of the next (ec1uivalent to latency in a 
single-sequence-per-trial paradign1), to within sequence (WS) tin1c, defined as the average IRI for the 
associated subsequence or response group (c<-p.Iivalcnt to the inverse of production rate). 
Major Chronometric Effects fwm Studies of Fixed Sequence Performance 
In this section, we delineate six tnajor chronornetric effects discovered wit-h the described 
paradigms, all but one of which employed sequences (or sub-·sequences) of length 6 or less. (Some 
instances of ISR en1ploy longer sequences to dctern1ine n1en1ory span.) The cn1pirical bases of d1e 
six relations between independent and dependent variables will then be reprised. 
1. j'eqmmr !i>J(gi!J ejjed 011 latmq: Up to some moderate level of practice··-such that a sequence 
has not been learned as a single rnot:or chunk-latency increases approxinl<Hely linearly with d1e 
nun1ber of iten1s in a sequence when advance preparat-ion is possible. \X.lith extended practice, when 
advance preparat·ion is possible, the slope of the funnion relating latency to sequence length 
declines until latency becotnes independent of the nun1bcr of it:cn1s in a sequence. 
2 . .\'eqm11re lnW/J ef}fct 011 prodmtio11 mte: Mean inter-response interval (lRl), an inverse measure 
of product-ion rate, increases approxin1<Hely linearly with setp.Jcnce length. This effect is a WS 
(Yvit-hin SC(luencc) tin1c effect, and it persist-s despite extended practice. The produc!"ion rate cffect-
irnplies a quadratic increase of exccut"ion ti1ne with sequence length. l\1Iean IRl also increases with 
it·en1lengd1 (e.g., nurnher of syllables in a word it"cn1), usually via response dura !"ion ral"her !"han inter"· 
elen1e1H pause. 1 tern lengt-h docs not: intcrad wit-h sequence length in the detennination of 
pr<Kluct·ion rate. 
3 . .\'e;ia/ j1osi!ion efjid 011 JEJ.r: Up to some moderate level of practice, again such that a 
setp.tence has not- been learned as a single rno!-or chunk, rnean lRl for each position wit-hin a 
sequence changes n<Hl-rnonotonically with serial position. \X!ith extended practice, the non--final 
IRis become homogeneous and independent of position within a sec1uence, but the !lnal lRI 
typically remains shorter thm d1e others. The amount of practice required to eliminate the serial 
position effect (to hon1ogenize the non-final IRis) appears to be greater than d1at required to 
eliminate dw sec1uence length effect on LHcncy. 
4. Cl11111k m;;;j;/exity ejjid 011 latemy: When prelo,lding is not possible (e.g., in a cRT paradigm), 
latency increases as a func!"ion of chunk con1plcxity up !n n1oderat:e levels of learning. J I ere <l 
'chunk' is a uniti-:cd representation of a SC.tJlH::nce and chunk con1plexity reHects the nun1bcr of 
it:ems unitized by the chunk. With extended practice, the slope of the limction relating latency to 
chunk complexity declines until latency becomes independent of chunk complexity. 
5. Et1i1o effiti: The ratio of sequence stan (SS) to within sequence (WS) times for 
perfonnance of a sequence usually bccon1cs considerably larger than one. A rat"io larger than one 
indicates that buffer preloading has occurred. This preloading can occur as a result of paradigrnatic 
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allowances for novel sequences or as a result of rapid loading of very well learned sequences 
inunediatdy prior to perforn1ance. 
6. If7ord-leJ(gi!J by serial j1osition efjel"l on J7JeJ770I)' .ljJall: When the items preloaded in the buffer are 
a 111ixture of longer and shorter words, longer words lead to shorter spans when they occupy cady 
recall positions but not when they occupy late recall positions. Thus word-length interacts with 
serial recall position to affect tnen1ory span, defined as the. nmnber of words recalled in correct 
order from the buffer. 
To illustrate the empirical bases of generali;oations 1-.3 and 5, results of the 2-handcd typing 
experiment of Sternberg et al. (1978/1980) are presented in F1igure 3. This data set was obtained 
from the Sternberg et al. task most similar to the tasks used by Klapp (1995) and Verwey (1996). In 
Figure 3(a) each trace represents mean times for sequences of a specific length that is discernable 
from the number of diamond markers along the trace. The serial position eflloct on l!Us is 
manifested by the bow-shaped curves of the IRis of the longer sc'luences (i.e., of the 4- and 5-item 
SClluenccs). Figure 30)) illust-rates the sequence lengfh effect on latency: R.T increases with setJUCnce 
length. Figure 3(c) shows the SCl]Uence lengt·h effect on IRI/production rate. 
According to Sternberg et al. (1978/1980), the latency effect suggests the priming of a low·· 
level output buffer. Examination of latency distr1butions (undertaken in Sternberg cl" al., 1980) 
established that the latency effect was not due to the influence of a few outliers. ln addition, the 
general shape of the curves in Figure 3(a) possesses t-l1e characterist·ic of haYing a relatively long SS 
time fdlowcd by a shorter \VS time-the ratio cffi.:n. 
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Figure 4 compiles results of Klapp (1995) to depict: the RT effects of his independent 
variables. As expected from the principle that preloading confers an RT advantage, the cRTs (open 
symbols) remained much higher than the sRTs (filled symbols) at both levels of practice. The most 
dramatic effect, shown in the lower part of panel (a), was the practice-induced diwjJjmmwce of the 
length effect on latency in the sRT condition (cf effect # 1). A more subtle effect, barely 
discernible in the upper part: of panel (a), yet statistically reliable, was a practice-induced ajJjJemw!ce of 
a length effect on cRT (cf effect# 4). In l'igure 401), RTs arc plotted as a function of the duration 
of the element to be performed. The mean of t·he RTs f(Jr the two duration levels in Figure 401) 
gives the RT used for the same condition at the 1-elcmentlcvel in l'igurc 4(a). 
Klapp offered a unified interpretation based on the idea (e.g, tvliller, 1956; Newell, 1990; 
Verwey, 1996) tl1at learning during practice would be expected to transform d1e 4-item list from 
initial status as fclUr simple chunks to a !ina! status of one internally complex chunk. Combined 
with the data, this idea allowed Klapp to draw two general conclusions: sRT depends upon the 
nun1ber of chunks·"··llot: itcn1s-cornprising a sequence and not at: all on their internal conli_Jlexity, 
whereas cRT depends primarily on tl1e initial chunk's internal complexity and little, if any, on the 
number of chunks. Why sh;mld this be so? .Klapp's explanation was that a chunk's internal 
CC)lnplcxity present-s a 'response prognu111ning' challenge. This progran1n1ing challenge can be fully 
met, at least fc>r the Grst item, before the latency clock starts in the sRT task, whereas it must be met 
r1jier t·he latency clock starts in a cE'I' task. Left unexplained is the sRT cost associated wirh 
preloading of each additional chunk. Bur if thar cost is raken as a posrulat·e, it follows that in rhe 
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l'<'wtre 4. Con1positc results f'ron1 Klapp (1995). In (a) reaction times (RTs) arc plotted as a funnion of' the number or 
dements in the response. In (h) H.Ts for l-item SC(JUcnccs arc plotted as a funct·ion of' the dur;llion of the clement to be 
performed. The mean of the RL for the two duration level:: in (b) gi\'c~; the RT u~:cd for the ~:amc condition at: d1e !-
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Asterisk;; n1ark sl.atistically signiFicu1t dirJCrcnccs between the two means joined by the marked line. 
16 Neural basis of sequence learning and pcrfonnance 
absence of any chance to preload several chunks in the cRT task, the cost associated with prcloading 
n1ultiple chunks can be avoided. ln a 4--itenl task, learning's replacen1cnt of four sin1ple chunks wid1 
one complex chunk therefore implies a dirapj!MI'tl!Jce of the p;doadiJ(g w.rl (f(mnerly paid for now 
subsumed chunks 2,3,4) in the sRT condition and aj;jmmmce of a ,grealerfint dmnk pro,gm;m;;in,g w.rt (for 
new chunk-internal iten1s 2,3,4) in the cRT condition. 
Now consider performance of l-item sequences. The level of chunk complexity did not 
change with practice, so any differences extant at the start of practice should have (and did) ren1ain 
c.vident at the conclusion of the experitncnL To the extent that it takes longer to prognm1 a 
complex response (dah) than a simple one (dit), this difference should also survive practicc>··-which it 
did. 1 lowever, this difference should be evident only when the programming time is included in the 
processes being n1easured-du11: is, under ciZT conditions. This result, too, is evident fron1 r···igure 4. 
Although this explanation is consistent across conditions, if is not easy to in1agine an associated 
1nechanisn1. The increase of cRT with chunk internal con1plexity seen1s quite reasonable, because 
unpacking the chunk into a perf(mnable item set must be deferred until aher the latency clock 
begins, and unpacking titnc. 111ay scale with internal cornplcxity. By parity of argurnent, one \Vould 
expect the complex chunk to be firlly unpacked into a performable item set prior to the c;o 
stimulus in the sFT task. But there is no manifest reason why the prepared unpacked representation 
of a con1plcx chunk subsun1ing 4 ite1ns should t·ake less firne to initiate than d1e prepared 
representation of 4 simpler chunks. There are two broad approaches to this problem, and both may 
be applicable. One approach proposes that the same core apparatus is used to prepare and execute 
sc.quc.nccs at all stages of chunk learning, but· that this core\ tcrnporal dynan1ics arc n10dificd by an 
additional input made possible by chunk learning. 'I'his was the conclusion reached by Verwey 
(1999, p. 1700): " ... [S[ec1uences based on motor chunks arc carried out as any other sec1uence that 
has been loaded previously into the motor buffer ami ... the major efl(:ct of motor chunk 
dcvclopn1ent- is Ctst-cr buffer loading." The second approach proposes that: chunk learning enables 11 
rnorc fundarnental change in how SCCJUCnces arc prepared and/or execut-ed. The nlCchanisl"ic n1odd 
we present: below clabor:-1tes the first· approach, but· also contains dcn1ent"s of t"he second. 
Klapp (1995) thus replicated the length efl(:n on latency of Sternberg et al. (1978/1980) hut 
also rnanagcd to delineate, along a number of dinlCnsions, dw condit"ions under which dw lat-ency 
eff(:ct applies. Figure 5(a) illustrates that the ditkrencc between 1- and 4-item sRTs was 62ms early 
in practice and 2n1s at~ d1e conclusion of pnlCt·icc. Thus, very cady in practice there was a latency 
effect slope of approximately 20ms/it:em, while there was a negligible slope after considerable 
practice. It can also be noted ti:om Figure 5(a) that this sRT dift(:rence, and d1erel'Clre the slope, 
decreased steadily as pn1cl"ice progressed. Therefore, at points of intcnnediate practice, a non--zero 
slope would be less than 20ms/ it·em. l''or tasks similar to I<lapp's within the Sternberg et: al. set of 
experiments, there appear t:o have been practice-related par;dlcls to Klapp's results. For exarnple, the 
slopes of Sternberg d al.'s latency effect Ji01n the l and 2··syllable noun conditions, which began at 
20 n1s/ iten1, were also functions of prac.t"ice, with their average reponed slopes (of around 10 
n1s/it:en1) indicating low-n1odcrate levels of pract-ice. The nun1ber of SCLJUence learning t-rials in 
Sternberg et al. was relatively small, and significantly less than the number in Klapp, which in tum 
was n1uch less than t-he nun1ber in Verwey (1996), to which we soon turn. 
The difference between 1- and 4-itcm cRTs gradually increased as a function of practice as 
illustrated in l'igure 50)). This cRT difkrence late in pracricc was more modest than the early 
practice sRT difference. The latency penalty, presumably due w unpacking a more complex chunk, 
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SlX]liC!lCl'. 
is not as great as duH of having t·o pcrforn1 a buffered longer SCtJUCnce wid1out dw benefit of 
practice. The t·inTe courses of pcrfonTulnce of d1e 4--itetn sequences under sR'T' conditions both 
early and lat·c in practice arc prcsent·cd in Fig11rc S(c). The qualitative shapes of these time courses 
arc similar to those of the 4,it:em sequence from Sternberg et al.'s (1978/1980) results (sec Figure 
3(a)). This supports the conclusion that: the general shape, which is quantified in the ratio effect:, 
reflects the advance pre para !"ion of t·he f(rrt:hcoming sequence allowed in a sRT condition. Although 
dw general shape of the sR'l' curves is not- lcarning-dependetH, the decreased tit11cs indicate a 
notable improvement: of performance as a result: of practice in the Klapp (1995) results. 
18 Neural basis of sequence learning and perfonnance 
Due to differences between the nature of the components of the 4-item see1nences between 
the two studies, it is not possible to make direct comment about how Klapp's (1995) results address 
the serial position effect. While Sternberg et a!. (1978/1980) explicitly aimed to preclude item 
con1plexity inhc)lnogeneities fron1 their iten1 sets, KJapp's long secruences used con1binations of the 
\lit' or 'dah' responses used for the single itetn conditions, which had been specifically chosen to 
have differing levels of item complexity. Klapp's 4-item sequences also included repetitions, both 
itntnediate and otherwise, whe.re.as Sternberg et al. avoided repetitions. There was also no test of the 
length effect on production rate by Klapp. 
Vetwey's Pt·actice Phe~se Results 
The principal results from the practice phase of Verwey's experiment are presented in Figure 
6. Many results are embedded within this set of plots. J Jere we fclcus on the main characteristics of 
the data and idenfify how these results relate to those of Sternberg eta!. (1978/1980) and Klapp 
(1995) reportwl earlier. Regardless of condifion, perfcl!:lllance is much faster in late practice than in 
early practice---a significant difference in all cornparisons. Also, for a given prauice level, 
unstTuctured (US) perforn1ance was significantly slower t·han structured (S) perfonnancc in all 
ccnnparisons. The slowing in US condi6ons, which provided no pauses for pre--loading, was larger 
for 3-il"enl than for 6···it:enl response groups. 
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Also appare.nt is lpJalitative sirnilarity between fhc ti1ne course of perfonnance within any 
given response group from Figure 6 and those li:om Sternberg et al. (1978/1980) and Klapp (1995) 
illustrated in Figure 3(a) and Figure 5(c) respectively. The ratio effect is evident in all cases. Three 
qualifications apply. 'I'hc first concerns Verwey's (1996) analysis of the response group 
characteristics and the differences he found between conditions and across practice.. The second 
concerns the 'early practice' results presented in Figure 6: l low much practice do they really 
represent? The third concerns the charact:eris6cs of the non-initial ite1n response titnes for the 6-
itcn1 response groups (as sho\vn in Fig·urc 6) and how they relate to sitnilar data frotn Sternberg et 
al.'s longer sequences. Each will be treated in tum. 
J\iluch of Verwey's (1996) inferential st·atistical analysis was conducted by comparing SS times 
0.e., latencies) to WS times (i.e., pooled non-initial IRis) for the various response groups. The 
response groups are being treated here as se(_pJenccs in their own right, so the use of the SS and WS 
tenDs is appropriate. For t-l-1e 333 condition, the response titnes for the first:, fourd1, and seventh 
keypresses arc SS tin1cs, and the retnainder arc WS titncs; !"he first and fourth keypress response 
t·itnes arc SS tin1es for the 36 condition, while d1e rcn1aindcr arc WS tin1es. Lacking any reason !D 
expect differences between the 3-itetn response groups in dw. 333 condition, d1e three SS tin1es were 
pooled together. The response titnes for the second and t·hird itetns frotn each response group were 
similarly pooled and then the WS time was obtained for the 333 condition by pooling these 
cotnposite t·inK~s. In this \vay, three sets of SS and WS tinws were cornpared: one set frorn d1e 333 
condit"ion, a second fro111 d1e 3--it"en1 response group of d1c 36 condition Q1ereafter '36-3'), and the 
third fron1 the 6-itcrn response group of the 36 condit-ion QH:~rcafter '36--6'). 
In the S condit·ion, t-here were no diH(:rcnccs in SS times for any con1parison. This result" is a 
non-finding of a se<.1ucnce length effect· on latency at any of !"he levels of practice reported {~)1- this 
condition in Verwey (1996). This confin11s t·he trend observed across the practice levels used in 
Sternberg et al. (1978/1980) and in Klapp (1995). The cady practice results in F'igure 6 arc t"lw mean 
resulrs across subjects from the US blocks of practice sessions 1 and 3. The tirst US block f(Jllowed 
90 S condition trials and the second l)S block !cJllowed 330 pracl"ice trials in tutal (i.e., 300 S 
condition trials and t·he 30 US condir-ion !"rials frotTl the first: session). This represents a significant-
arnount of pract-ice because Verwey presentee] only one sequence, and it cxphlins the apparent lack 
of a sequence length effect on latency during 'e1rly pranicc'. We t·hcrei~n·e l"reat d1e lack of such a 
latency effccr as a replication of Klapp's pracrice effect. 1\ latency effccr was presumably present at 
the earliest· stage of pract-ice in Verwey's task, but" was erased by the extensive learning behind what 
were reported as 'early pracl"icc' results. 
In the US condition, l"l1ere was no difference, across pract"ice, between the SS tin1es for !"he 
333 and 36-6 response groups, but !"here was a sn1allcr SS tin1c for the 36-·-3 than for the 36--6 
response group. The fonncr result is probably due to pooling and the 'drift"' that: occurs in SS t:inl<:'S 
for the 333 condition as the sc<.1ucnce progresses. The latter result is a sequence lengl"h effect on 
larency, which reappears here when there is no explicit inrerval for prdoading. Verwey (1996) noted 
rhar the SS time difference berween 36-3 and 36-6 response groups increased from 3ms in rhe firsr 
pracl"ice session ro approximarely 85ms in the lclurth and fifth sessions and rhen decreased to 22ms 
in rhe last practice session. This is compatible wirh rhe story that Klapp's (1995) data rcll for sRT. 
That is, as the buffer begins to be loaded after initial learning, rhere is a latency effect, but as a 
sequence chunk is learned wid1 furt-l1er pract"icc, the penalty on sRT reduces and the selluence length 
effect: on sRT progressively vanishes. 
20 Neural basis of sec1uencc learning and pcrf(mnance 
For the S condition, the 36-6 WS times were reliably longer than the 36-3 times and there 
was a trend for them to be longer than the 333 times. There was also a trend for the 36-6 WS times 
to be longer than the 36--3 times in the US condition. These results were independent of practice 
level and are consistent with the length effect on rate derived ti-om Sternberg et al. (1978/1980). 
Taken together, the S condition results show that !be .reqllfnce le1Wh ejjell 011 .5".5" ill/If m11 diraf'}"m· ellen a.r 
!he .reqllfl/{f lel(~th ejjett 011 J.l?:) t1/JJes (orprodlldioll rate) jm:ri.rt.r. 
For the US condition, SS times exceeded WS times across practice, and the difference 
incn::ascd \vith practice. A statistical con1pat1son \vas not reported for the S condition but, as shown 
in Figure 6, the JJJM/1 SS-WS differences were of greater magnitude in the S condition than in the US 
condition. For the US condition, the SS/WS ratio \vas significantly larger in practice session 22 than 
it was in practice session 1. T'his rat·io began with a value of one and approached two at the end of 
practice. This is the ratio effect as defined earlier. Response group lengths did not- affect the 
reported ratio increase. The SS/WS ratio of one at the start of practice indicates that subjects were 
perforn1ing in a stin1ulus-guidc.d rnanncr. In contrast·, a SS/WS nHio greater than one is indicative of 
prcloading and n1Ct11ory-g11idcd pcrfonnancc. 
In Sl.HTinlary, the qualitative sin1ilarity of the curves for each individual response group in 
Figurc6-rcgardless of structure, practice, or grouping (333 vs. 36) lcvel-~wit:h those of Klapp (1995) 
and Sternberg ct al. (1978/ 1980) suggest-s a nun1ber of inferences concerning practice phase 
performance in Verwey (1996). The SS/WS ratio reveals that performance of each of Verwey's 
response groups is based upon preloading of the ford1conling response group. The early pract·ice 
sRT results of Klapp (see Figure S(c)) show t·hat such preloading occurs early in learning. 'J.'his 
further in1plies that·, aft-er an inil"ial seq1.1ence rccogniti(m period (principally in d1e first· practice 
session), response group perfonnance was largely n1en1ory-drivcn. \X/c furdwr infer ehat the US 
61robe) condition results presented in Fig11rc 6 indicai"C prcloading-based pcrfornunce, even though 
!l1c \Vait tin1cs norn1ally interspersed fo facilitate prcloading were tcrnporarily rcn1ovetl. 
Verwey's (1996) pract-ice phase dat-a on individw1l responses wit-hin d1e 6·-itenl response 
group show anot1wr not·ablc pau-ern. Early in pranicc, d1c second response was L1stcr r-han the 
odlCr non-initill responses in d1c S condition, while the third response was slower than dlC other 
non-initial responses in !"he US condition. In bod1 the S and US conditions, dw final response was 
faster than all the other n<m--init·ial responses. Cornparison of the shape of the curves of 
Sternberg's longer (4- and 5--itcnl) sequences (see t•'igure 3(a)) with the early practice 6--itern 
sequences of Verwey (see Figure 6) shows dut these results echo the serial position effect: of 
Sternberg et: al. (1978/1980). In both studies, there was a non-monotonic relationship between !Rl 
and it:en1 posit·ion, and t·he final IRI was shorter than !"he one preceding iL _Extended pracl"ice has a 
prokmnd affect: on this pattern. The late practice 6-it:em curves in l'igure 6 f(lr Sand US conditions 
arc essentially flat", although the faster last· response survi-·vcs pract"ice in both S and US conditions. 
·rhus, the sm{i/ j;ositioll ejjed 011 IEIJ; like t/Je S(!(f!IOII'C lncgt/J efjed 011 lalemy, tml rkra}!/xar d11ri1c~ r.Ytell.lilie 
jmHlice. 
Verwey's Tr:~nsfer Ph:~se Results 
l)uring the transfer phase, each scql.J(::nce, wheeher 'new' or carried over frotn d1e practice 
phase, was performed 120 times: 60 trials under each of the D (discrete) and US (unstructured) 
conditions. Thus, each of the plot·s in Figure 7 represents the mean of 60 trials. For the practiced 
sequences, a legacy of over 2500 trials fro1n the practice phase contributes to transfer perforn1ance. 
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F•'igure 7 shows t·hat in t·he US condition, SS times exceeded WS times for the practiced sequences 
but not for the new sequences, consistent with perfonnancc of the latter in a st-irnulus-guided n1ode. 
In the D condition, SS times exceeded WS times independent of sequence familiaritjc These results 
cohere with those from the practice phase and from Sternberg et aL (1978/1980) and Klapp (1995). 
Thus, \VS tinles are shorter than SS tit11es whenever advance. preparation is possible. Prior practice 
is required to produce the effect only if the protocol docs not provide wait times, in which case only 
highly practiced subjects appear able to prepare the next sequence during execution of a prior one. 
Despite the fact that only 60 trials with the new sequence type were performed in the D 
condition, the first D trial could follow 30 trials of practice in the US condition, and the final D trial 
would either be the 90'h or 120'h trial for this particular sequence. Considering the steep learning 
evident for the S condition of the practice phase, and that the learning strategy for this type of task 
would be well practiced, it is possible that these results rd1eet a considerable learning effect The 
san1c situation holds for t"he US condition results. T lowcver, the strong serial posit"ion effect 
apparent in theWS 1Rls of dw 'new' 6··iten1 response group in the 1) condition indicates no n1ore 
than a moderate level of learning (cC the formulation of the position effect presented earlier). 
Several other aspects of du:~sc chronon1etric data arc discussed in Rhodes (1999). 1 Iere we 
merely note that the residual sequence length effect on rate observed in the practice phase remained 
til 
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22 Neural basis of SCLJUencc learning and pcrfon11ance 
evident in the D condition of t·he transfer phase, with the 36-6 WS times being longer than the WS 
times of bod1 the 333 and 36-3 response groups. Although this rate eff(:ct did not disappear, its 
magnitude was clearly reduced by pracl'ice. 
Timing in .Neurologic:lf Patient Groups: Global Rate 8cfllitJg vet·sus Pflttet·tJ Disruption 
Furd1er perspective on these data con1cs fron1 studies with neurological patients. 'rin1ing of 
pcrforn1ance of prc.pared sequences has been assessed in patients with dm11age to either of two 
n1ajor subcortical n1otoric structures: du.:: basal ganglia or the cerebclhun. 
Basa(gan'-glia imjJ/imted in '-global rate staling. I)cgcncration of the substanl"ia nigra, a key nucleus 
in the basal ganglia, produces Parkinson's l)iscasc (PI)), a syndron1c with nuny syn1pton1s including 
bradykinesia (slowed tnovctncnt) and trcrnor. Perfonnance of PI) subjects was co111parc.d with that-
of asymptomatic controls by Rafal, lnhoff, Friedman, and Bernstein (1987). The PD subjects 
exhibited tnild or n1oderate bradykinesia wit-hout any severe tTCnlor, and several \Verc on st-andard 
drug therapy. .All subjects perfornwcl SCLJUCnces of one, two, or three keypresscs with the finge-rs of 
one hand. Right and left hand performances were separately assessed. At least 15 pract·ice trials 
were performed until subjects reported being comfortable with a sequence. Then 35 trials were 
performed for data collection purposes. PD subjects generally availed themselves of more pracl'ice 
trials than the controls. Therefore the data "reflect· performance after learning, and do not provide 
any indicafion as to whether Parkinsonians had n1ore difficulty in learning the sequences" (p. 1269). 
The level of practice can be categorized as low: while n1ore th<Hl for an individual sequence in 
Sternberg eta!. (1978/1980; 1980), it is much less than that· of Klapp (1995) which is much less than 
in Verwey (1996). Nonet-heless, subjects were able to perforn1 t-he sequences frorn rnernory during 
the data collection trials. !\ countdown signal n.'.n1ovcd any ten1poral uncertainty regarding dw 
trigger signal onset:. This, together with !'he absence of cafch trials, allowed tnaxirnal prepar<Hion. 
Anticipation, however, was forbidden, and trials where latencies were too short: were discarded fron1 
the analysis. 
The n1c.an latency was longer for PD t·han for cotHrol subject-s, and dwre. was no difference 
in bt·ency bchvccn right and left- hands f~H· eidwr group. There was a significant sequence lcngl'h 
effect on latency f:<)r bot-h groups, but no int-eraction between sequence length and group. Thus, the 
slope of the latency effect was not differcrlt- behvccn d1e two groups. A ''sequence lengd1 effect for 
d1c non--initial" (IZaCtl ct: al., 1987, p. 1269) responses, i.e., a rate effect, was present: in hod1 groups, 
but not diff(:rent between them. !'or both groups, there was a significant ratio efkct (i.e., SS/\X!S> 1) 
for d1c 3-iten1 sequences, and a t·n.::nd t:o\vards the sa1nc effect for 2-itcnl sequcncc.s. As wid1 the 
latencies, mean IRis of PD subjects exceeded those of control subjects. 
Apart from a global slowing, the l""·f(mmmce of PD subjcct·s in this study was 
indistinguishable from that of Sternberg et a I.'s (1978/ 1980) subjects. Thus "nonnal basal ganglia 
function does not appear to be required for preparing r-his kind of n1otor progran1, of loading it into 
a motor buff<.:r" Q~afal et aL, 1987, p. 1270). 'T'hc global slowing of performance by these 
Parkinsonians likely resulted frotn disrupt·ion of a later stage in the perforn1ancc systcn1 l'lu111 that 
responsible for the 'standard' eff(:cts identified from the Sternberg ct a!. (1978/1980) data. 
Modemte a:rd;e//ar drJ/7lt(ge diJn1JI.r the IM1Joml jJrJ!Iem. Cerebellar damage produces many rnotoric 
symptoms including ataxia and loss of coordination. Experiment 1 of lnhoff et a!. (1989) used the 
same sequential keypressing methodology as Rafal et a!. (1987) to compare patients with bilateral 
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cerebellar damage to the control subjects from the earlier report of Rafal et aL (1987). The 
cerebellar patients' performance differed li:om controls' in several ways. The slope of the sequence 
length effect on latency was lower for the cerebellar patients than for cont-rols. .Although cerebellar 
patients' tncan latencies for short sC<.JUences (2-it:enls or less) were ~greater than in controls, the 
patients' n1ean latencies for longer sec1uences (3-itetns) were shorter than in controls. Cmnparison of 
IRis between cerebellar and control groups revealed no significant differences, but there was a trend 
towards larger SS/WS ratios for the unimpaired subjects. 
The basis of these results clarilied when the patient group was divided on clinical grounds 
into n1ild and 111oderate in1painnent groups. J\s shown in Figure 80)), the milrljy itnpaired group 
exhibited a latency effixt slope nearly as steep as the controls. In sharp contrast, the wodm;tcb' 
itnpaired subjects' latency function slope was n1uch flatter, and the tnean latencies for shorter 
sequences exceeded those of both controls and mildly impaired patient"s. Analysis by disability level 
revealed that mildly impaired subjects exhibited a relat"ively normal SS/WS ratio notably grell"er than 
one, whereas the n1ode.rat:ely in1paircd subjects' ratio was actually less t·han one. 
That mildly impaired cerebellar patients exhibited latency and ratio effects similar to !"hose of 
controls suggests dut they were preparing a group of responses as a whole bcf()re n1oven1ent 
execut"ion. The virtual disappearance of these effects in moderately impaired cerebellar patients 
suggests usc of an alternative st-rategy. This strat"cgy avoids d1e cost: of slowing the first itcn1 of a 
nmlti-itern sequence, but it also 111isscs d1c benefit of fast"er pcrforn1ance of the non-inil"ial clcn1cnts 
of a nn.tlti-it·en1 sequence. 
Length Effect on Latency Comparison (L <=3) 
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Sequence Length (elements) 
-···<·-·- One-hctnd ···-·S'---· Control · '-- · Modf!psi -{ l- Latflpsi 
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l·<~m·e 8. Comparison ol SC(]UCncc length dlcct on latency lrom Sternberg ct al. (197B/19XO) and lnholl cL <11. (1989; 
1990) for sequences of up to ducc clements. Latencies/reaction t.imc~; <lrc ploncd ns a function of SC(]UCilCC length. 
Legends beneath each panel distinguish !he v;Hious related conditions as discussed in the tcxL The difference 111 sc1\c 
between panels (a), (b), and (1-j versus (d) should be noted. 
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Experiment 2 of lnhoff d al. (1989) used the same methodology to compare peri(mmmce 
of ipsilateral and contralateral hands of unilaterally damaged cerebellar patients. The cerebellar 
hemispheres exert largely ipsilateral control (unlike the contralateral control exerted by hemispheres 
of the motor cortex). Sequence lengrh effects on latency were found for both ipsilateral Oesion-
afkcted) and contralateral (unaffected) hands for the mildly impaired subjects, and l(lr the 
contralatenll hand of n10dcrately in1paircd patients. 'l'here was no difference in latencies between 
ipsi- and contralateral hands li1r the mildly impaired group. A latency effect was not demonstrated 
for the ipsilateral hand of moderately impaired subjects, and the latencies for the ipsilateral hand 
were longer t·han those fc1r the contralateral hand. Furthermore, the SS/WS ratios were greater than 
one for all group-hand conditions except f(Jr the ipsilateral hand of moderately impaired subjects, 
where the ratio was less than unity. The latency effect results frotn this cxperirnent are presented in 
Figure 8(c) and those for ratio effects in Figure 9(c). These results with unilaterally damaged 
patients fully replicate those observed with bilateral patients. Inhoff and Rafal (1990) reported a 
further replication with a modi!led task', while also providing evidence for f\mctional differences 
across regions of t"he cerebellun1. The latency and ratio effects were only lost with perforn1ancc. 
ipsilateral to unilateral, n1oderat<;\ lateral cc.rc.bellar dan1age (see Figure 8(d)). Unilateral datnage to 
J/Jedia! cerebellum did not eliminate these eff(,cts when either hand was used. This finding is 
important because outputs of lateral, but not: medial, cerebellum project predominantly to frontal 
cortex via the 'n1otor' thalan1us. 
Compatison actnss Data Sets 
Tel facilitate comparisons of the patterns of findings, Figure 8 plots the sequence length 
effect· on latency for se(1uences of up to three it:en1s fron1 the typing tasks of Sternberg et al. 
(1 '!78/1980) and ficom the two experimenrs of lnhoff et al. (1989), as well as from lnhoff and Raf,rl 
(1990). The Sternberg ct: al. data illustrated in panel (a) may not appear to show a strong sequence 
length effect on latency. This is because the overall scale of t·he ordinate minimiY-es the appearance 
of what is still a significant effect. The slope for the latency effect· in the one-hand typing condition 
was indeed st11all. _;\!though dw linear fiJ \Vas very good, it was not perfect·, and t"he la!"<:~ncy for dw 
3-itcm sequence fdl below the trend line. Compared to the slopes of the latency cff(Tts in the other 
studies illust-rat"ed, the alternat-ing hand typing slope is also n1odcsL The existence of a latency effect 
for the control subjects of Inhoff ct al. is readily apparent from panel (b), as arc the other cases in 
which a latency effect occurred. The absence of a latency effect fclr the moderately impaired 
cerebellar patients, for ipsilateral hand perf(mmlllce of moderately impaired cerebellar pat·ients, and 
for ipsilateral hand performance fi-otn the lateral lesion patient is also clear hom panels 0J), (c), and 
(d) respectively. 
Figure 9 illustrates the latencies and lRls for 3--itern sc<.Juenccs fron1 the St"ernbcrg et al. 
(1978/1980) typing tasks, the two experiments from lnhoff ct al. (1989), and from the conditions of 
1 In a task rcn1inisccnt or Lhlpp's (1995) cHT condition, subjcns were rct]uircd to perform one of two single itcn1 
S(X]UCnccs or one of two 3-it:cm SC(]UCnccs. The SC(jUCncc lcngt'11s were blocked t1nd each hand was also tested separately. 
This was not a true cRT task, however, since each trial cornnwnccd wit·h a cue indical'ing which of l"l1c two SC<-]tK'nccs 
would be indicated by the trigger stimulus. The 'choice' aspect of the task arose fron1 the E1ct that 20 percent of the 
cues were 'invalid'---i.c., they misinformed the subjects as to which SCXJUCncc would be rCC]Uircd. The 'valid' cue trials 
should have produced conditions where advanced preparation of t·hc sequence by subjects was possible. The rcsult·s 
11ppew to support this inl'erprct'at'ion. Ncar normal latency and ratio effects were observed in all conditions except 
performance with the ipsilateral hand by the lateral lesion subject: it failed !:o demonstrate a latency effect, and the 
SS/\X/S ratio w~ts close to one. 
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Serial Position Effect on IRI Comparison (L=3) 
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/·{~Ill{; 9. Comparison or ratio effect n:~;uJt:; obt;tincd (rom three itnn lic:ts by Sternberg C( ;tl. (1978/1980), lnhofl Cl' a!. 
(19B9), :1nd Verwey (19f)(J). Lat-c:ncics/rc:-tetion times arc plotted as a Cunct.ion of ~:erial posieion. Leg-ends bcncal.h c;Kh 
panel distinguish the v:trious related conditions as discussed in the text. 
Verwey's (1996) transfer phase that- were discussed abo\"e~ .. i.c., t·he practiced or novel by discrete or 
unstructured conditions. The characteristic shape of the Sternberg ct al., Jnhoff ct al. control 
subject:, and Verwey Discrete curves arises when the SS/\X/S ratios arc considerably larger t·han one. 
This shape is also apparent for a nun1ber of d1c pat-ient conditions in panels QJ) and (c). IJowever, 
they arc absent· (and in fact the SS/WS ratio is less than one) from the moderate cerebellar, and 
ipsilateral hand of nlotkratc cerebellar pat"ients, as can be seen in panels (b) and (c) rcspecfively. 
Notable, tO<\ is the absence of this ratio effect fron1 the New/UnstTucturcd condit-ion of Verwey-a 
condition where subject-s had ncid1cr previously learned dw sequence nor had an opportunity to 
load it prior to pcrforn1<H1Ce. 
A Wot·d-Lengtb by Recrlil Position Effect on Short Tenn Memoty (STM) 8pm1 
Cowan and colleagues (e.g., 1992; 1994) have used an immediate serial recall (JSR) task to 
test two ~llt:ernative 1nodds of infonnat"ion loss frot.n ST.T\!1. In 111odcl one, loss is solely a fi.Inct·ion of 
time. Such a model is suggested by the bet that span is well predicted by the maximum number of 
iterns a subject can produce within about 2 seconds. 1 Iowcver, in actual perforn1ancc, subjects tnay 
show a sin1ilar span despite t·aking rnuch longer than 2 seconds to pc.rforn1 the list, so ir- appears that 
span does not sin1ply reflect a race against an autonotDous decay process. 1n n1odcl two, n1en1ory 
loss is a function of tin1c spent pronouncing an itcn1 in recall. Such a view is suggested by the word-
length effect. The 'word-length effect' states that the span is greater f(lr lists composed of shorter 
words. Noting duu- the word perforn1ance process itself in1poses a delay (dcn1C.nt duration, .ED, in 
Figure 2) during which forgetting from STJ'vl can occur, Cowan (1994, p. 186) hypothesized that "the 
length of whatever words are to be recalled first should be more important than the length of words 
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to be recalled latc.r" because pcrfonnancc tin1cs of carly-·rc.called words can effect decay of n1on:'. 
word representations in STM than can the performance t·imes of late-recalled words. The 
experimental test isolated the effect of order of recall, as opposed to order of presentation, by 
having subjects recall presented lists in both forward and backward directions. 
The results indicated that word-length effects were significant only for t·he length of words 
in whichever half of the list: was to be recalled first, regardless of their serial position (l-6) in t·he 
initial list presentation. Because (in the Cowan et aL (1992) study, if not t:he 1994 partial replication) 
the subject was not cued regarding forward or backward recall until t!fier list presentation, these data 
suggest that t"hc word-length dependent tnernory loss was occurring during recall rather than during 
initial perception or storage. The disappearance of this word length effect if the recall is delayed by 
an interposed task buttresses the case that: the effect does indeed reflect a STM process. 
This effect, together with the LKt d1at- higher spans correlate with shorter intcrword pauses, 
lc.d to the conclusion th:H there is passive loss (decay of acti\rat:ion) during output, but that a 
react-ivation occurs between outputs. That: is, dmin~g intenPo!rl jHlltJeJ in the rna/! period, sometbilzg bajJjJeJJJ 
to rejitJ!J the JboJi tem; lllei!IOIJ' J~jmsentations of SOllie ileii!J. The absence of a word--length effect on 
interword pauses suggests that· dw covert: refresh process is not rehearsal. Cowan and colleagues 
instt~ad proposed that dw covert refresh process ch1ring intcrword pauses in rc.call rnay be a rapid 
111Cnlory search undertaken t"o detcnnine which itcn1 is t-o be pronounced next Subject's wid1 higher 
ST1V1 spans had shorter interword pauses, and pauses were shorter wit-hin shorter lists than within 
longer lists. For a given list· lengt-h, inl"crword pauses were short-er for n1orc capable or older 
children. These results arc contrary to Baddeley's (1986) articulatory loop hypot·hesis that word-
length and age effects on span both work by rnodulat-ing r-hc speed of coven rehearsal. Instead, t·his 
research shows that word length affects dw duration of words in !"he recall response, whereas age 
affect-s the duration of intcnvord pauses. 
Co\van also concluded t"lutl" his interpretation is cotnp:.Hiblc with Sternberg\ inu_:rprctation of 
dw n1cchanisn1s underlying recall frorn ST_IVI, if one assun1es t-hat· dw mcn1ory refresh is a side effect-
of dw rapid search for d1c next it:cn1. ] lowevcr, S!"crnbcrg\ exhaustive serial search n1odcl predicts 
neil"hcr such a rclat"ionship between search and refresh nor finc-~grained aspeos of !"he l"in1e course of 
recall frotn STi'VL ln cont"rast·, refresh effect-s arc inherent· itl the scarch-fot:..nuxinntnl··act:ivity !"hat· 
occurs in sornc CQ (cotnpNit·ivc--qucuing) n1odcls, which in the fonn developed below em also 
explain fitH:>grained chronornet·ric aspects of recall. 
Q<wlitMive AtuibutioJJ ol Chtonomettie Blleets to Le:ll'ning and Ped'onwmee P£oeesses 
J\ coherent, but: con1plex, picture crnerges tl:otn these data. \XIhcn preloading of a sequence 
1s possible, !"hen a characteristic. tin1ing pattern is observed. With novel or slighdy pracl"iced 
scc1uences, this pattern is characterized by a ratio effect and sec1nencc lcngr-h efkcts on lar-ency and 
product"ion rate. '1'hc ratio effect· rei1ens a benefit·, for non··init·ial it·en1s, from being able to preload 
dwm. The rate effect indicat"es that" r-he benefit is smaller f(lr longer sec1ncnces. The preloading 
benefit initially imposes a notable cost to the initial item--the latency effect----but the cost disappears 
after sufficient learning Similarly, t·he rate effect· appears to be gready ameliorated by learning r-hat 
eventually produces an IRI asymptote just below 100 ms f(lr three it"em lists and jnst above 100 ms 
for six it:crn lists. 
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When preloading is not possible, the ral"io effect is absent:: Each item succeeds the next after 
a reaction titne, and non-initial iten1s have IRis approxin1ately equal to the initiating latency. 
Preloading is not possible when SClluenccs are novel unless the cxpcritncnter introduces a 
sufficiently long pause after sequence presental"ion to allow the subject to prepare. I Iowever, after 
learning, a pause is not necessary to enable preloading if the subject can anticipate which sequence 
or sub .. se9uence is to be performed next. In PD pal"ients, overall perf(mnance is slowed, but the 
temporal sig11atures of pre-loading appear to be int·act:. In patients with moderate but not mild 
lateral cerebellar dan1age, the signatures of preloading have. disappeared in n1ovetnents tnade with 
dw hand ipsilateral to the lesion. 
The associal"ion of lateral cerebellar damage with absence of all sigm1tures of preloading is 
very important. It might mean dnt the cerebellum is the site of the preloadablc buffer, or it may 
n1ean that the cerebdlun1 ctnbodics a tnotor nlC111ory, accurate and rapid readout fron1 which is 
needed to support the strategy of preloading a buffer located elsewhere. Based on many 
considerations, we hypothesi;~,c that the associ~Mion arises because the lateral cerebelhun is critical for 
t-he kind of ant-icipatory, on-thc-Hy readout" of n1otor n1en1orics that enables preloading even in d1e 
absence of an explicit pause for preloading----a nonnal cornpet:ence shown in Verwey's experin1ent. 
On this view, cerebellar patients have abandoned !'he prdoading stral'egy on !'he affeci'ed side not· 
because they lack a pre-loadable buffer per se, but because !'hey haYe no cerebellar readout to !'he 
buffer, or, even worse, only highly disordered cerebellar readout· l'o !'he buffer. The all'emative 
inference, !'hat· !'he lateral cerebellum is !'he sil'e of the prc .. loaded buffer, might· also explain why the 
preloading signatures disappeared in the lateral cerebellar pal"ietll"s. I lowevcr, several considerations 
weigh against· this inference. Prc.loading is possible with novel sequences, and appears t·o be a 
working n1en1ory st-r<Hegy 1"11<H is optional when reliance on st·inmlus--guidance suffices and that· sonw 
subjects apply only after urging by !'he experimenl'er (Verwey, 1996). This f(,ature profile is much 
n1orc suggestive of fi~ontal conical operations (Ballard, llayhoc, & Pel;~,, 1995; Goldrnan-R.akic, 
1995; Passingll<1111, 1993) t-han of well established cerebellar functions such as eye-blink condil'i<ming 
and VOR. adaptal'ion (Fiala, Grossberg, & Bullock, 19%; Perrett, Ruiz, & 1\ilauk, 1993; Raymond & 
Lisbcrger, 1998; Thompson et al., 1997). These esi'ablished, auromatic, cerebellar funcl'ions require 
pract-ice and inYolvc slow incrernent·al learning, whereas buffer preloading is Yolitional and can be 
pcrfonned wid1 novel se<..piences, as suggested by t-he phone nun1ber <..haling exan1plc and several of 
dw dat-a set·s reviewed aboYc. 
Table 2 presents a matrix in which the chronometric effects appear along the left edge and 
proposed explanatory processes appear across the top. A dashed horizotll'al line divides the effects 
into those seen with novel sequences (upper 5 rows) and chose seen wid1 n1ore highly practiced 
scq1tcnces Q()Wcr 3 rows). The explanat"c>ry processes are coarsely liividcd int·o inferred pcrforn1ancc 
processes Q.eft) and inferred learning processes (right: side). The check tnarks in the nlatrix 
sur11rnarizc the n1ajor ca11Sal attributions included in our dwory of the chnmornetTic effects. \XIc 
attribute the latency, rate, faster !Ina] IRI, and ratio cff(,cts to usc of the motor buffer preloading 
strategy and to two properties of the n1ot:or buffer and the associated rnechanisrn that: chooses 
which buffer itern to pcrfonn ncxL These two propcrt·ics arc mlil'lj)' IIOIYiltlll~(llion in the buffer and a 
high atlil!ll)' tlm'.rbold for choosing to perform an item held in the buffer. The serial position effect 
and the word-lengd1 by serial position effect (on span) are attributed to the two aforernent:ioned 
1nechanisn1s in interact·ion with a sclf-regulal"ing gal"ing/ gain n1echanisn1 whose outvut signals are 
needed to init1ate and sH.rtain t·he process of choosing items l'o be performed !i:om the buffer. The 
peak <Ullplitude of the gating signals is hypothesi;~,cd to be subject to a \ag' that is autocon1pcnsat"ed 
by a feedback mechanism. This sag helps explain midlist slowing (the serial position effect) early in 
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Table 2 
Relations!Jij, BetJileen Estab!is!Jed Chmno!Jlei!Yt' Bjjicts and t!Je PeJfomlrlnce awl I jflrnin,g Pmces.re.r Illjirml Fi-olll 
the AttOlllpcmyin,g Ana!y.r1:r 
Cluonometdc Effect 
Sequence length effect: on latency (SLJ·:L) 
Sequence length effect on rate (SLER) 
Faster final IRI 
SS/WS ratio effect 
Serial posit·ion effect (SPE) 
Disappearance of SLEl, 
;\melioration of SLER and lRl asympt·ote 
Disappearance of SPI \ 
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practice. The disappearance of the L11ency effect is attributed to jJim1itl'·depo;r/mt mrlia!l dmnk 
jorlllalion which cooperates with m-ebellar leaming to enable mjJid jJamlkl IMriiJ(g rf jHiOJifcy·lrzl',.ged items 
into the butTer. Such rapiti loa<.hng interacts with t"hc 1nechanisn1 for buft(:r act"ivity norn1aliza!"ion 
and enables pre-choice of the tlrst item to be perf(mm:d. Such pre-choice eliminates the latency 
effect:. F'inally, a type of mHJ'/1!!11 mrbel/m· IMmiii,Z (Rhodes & Bullock, 2002) mediates lllit!Jin dmnk 
renlra/ thainforll!atio!l. This process can explain both arneliorat"ion of dw rate effect and progressive 
approach to 1"11e lRT asyn1ptot:c) which retains son1c dependence on sequence length. The n1inin1al 
lRI) observed in the short"esl" lists) is prcsurncd to rcf1cct· the n1inirnal recurrent lag bel"\vecn one 
cerebellar output and a subsequent cerebellar output conditional upon it. The effect of serial 
position on JRI also declines as chain forn1ation progressively assists dw con1pel"it'ive choice process 
in the motor buft(:r. 
It- retnains to be shown how a robust: 1nodel incorporating the suggested perforrnance and 
learning properties assun1ed in Table 2 can be constructed frorn the prin1il"ivc processes available to 
biological neural networks. The rcrnainder of dw paper oudines a neural network rnodcl d1at 
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addresses this problen1, and sun1n1arizcs results of cotnput:er sirnulations of the 111odcl. A 
companion paper (Rhodes & Bullock, in preparation) will detail the existing full mathematical 
specification of the model (developed in Rhodes, 1999). 
Global Architectme of the N-STREAMS Model 
The model is called d1c N-STREAMS model, an acronym for Neural Substrates that 
Rehearse, Encode, And Memorize Sequences. Figure 10 highlights the four main components of 
the model and the flow of information among them. At the core of the model is an Execution 
Module (EM), which includes a competitive queuing (CQ) system with subsystems for motor 
sec1uence buffering and choice of an item to be performed. Also included in the EM is a subnet for 
volition-modulated generation of the chosen item. The Item Motor Buffer (1MB) is an array of 
excitable cells representing c1ueuable items. In this array, location is used to code item identity 
whereas activation level is used to code itenl priority (as schetnatized in }<'igure 1). A sequence. is 
loaded whenever item nodes are excited to different levels. The second component of the CQ 
mechanism, the Item Choice Field (ICF), allows only one activated buffer item at a time to gain 
access to the lower level execution syst:etn. Upon selection by t-he 1Cf-~~ an iten1's activation is 
suppressed in 1MB as it begins to be perf(mm:d by the effector system. Once sequence production 
bas commenced, continuation of the choose-perform-suppress process until all initial 1MB 
activations have been deleted transforms t·be initial sjJalial .~mdienl 0.e., a standing distribut·ion of 
activity levels across different loci in an array) int-o a perforn1cd sequence. Once loaded and 
activated, rhe E!Vl is capable of independently execuring the enrire sequence represcnred by rhe 
initial 1MB activarion gradient. 
The Working Mcn1ory subsysten1 consists of con1plerneneary 'nover and 'declarative' (or 
learned) strean1s, and a rncchanistn for transferring working n1etnory (\XIl\1) contcnt"s to the T!-en1 
Motor Buff(:r (1MB) of the Exccurion Module. Within the 1/0!!ei\XJM stream, the registration of new 
st-itnulus sequences creates a spat"ial gradient representation defined oYer nodes that· code iten1s of 
l'l1e sequence. This representation provides the model wil'i1 a basis ro srore and rhcn load/prepare a 
previously unknown sequence. The dedarati;;e Wi\1  stremn enables a previously learned sequence to 
be recalled from the Cortical Chunking (CC) module to \X/J'vl, and from there to be loaded into the 
1MB for subsequent exccut·ion. 
A Gating/Cain Control (GGC) subsystem pervasively affect's the EJ'vl, WM and CC (i.e., the 
cort"ical) subsystc.n1s of the rnodcl and is not· shown separately in Figure 10. 'fhc C·C-C subsystctn 
governs onset and rate of: rransfer of WM contents to the Item J\ilotor Buffer of the EM, search of 
the 1MB for a next item to per!,lrm, and actual irem pcrf(mmmce. Anorhcr part of the cc;c 
systcn1, which also plays a pron1inc.nt role in cotHrolling t·he state of the CC rnodule, det"ern1ines the 
How of infonnation wit-hin and betwce.n the various \XliVI subsysten1 elcnwnt·s. 
When secjucnces of items are repeatedly loaded into t·hc motor buffer, the Conical 
Chunking (CC) n1odule uses two separate sets of adapt·ivc weights tn (1) learn to rett{~lli:;_:e (a slighdy 
transforrned version of) t1w acl"ivity pattern that d1cse sequences induce in the novel working 
memory (WM) and (2) to reinstate or mall this pattern into l'l1C declarative WM. After sufficient 
learning trials, this n1cchanisn1 is able to tnakc predicfions regarding the sequence that is being 
presented after only a subset of that sequence has been presented. Under time pressure, this 
ant'icipatory recognition response and the associated recall operation can allow d1e buffer to be 
loaded prior to complete prcsental'ion of a stimulus sequence. Such predictive action helps explain 
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RESPONSE 
(COVERT/OVERT) 
CORTICAL CHUNKING 
MODULE 
l·(·:;ure 10. i\·!acn>eircuil illusl.mt:ing d1c global ;lrchitccLurc o( the N-SI"HJ•:i\i\·IS model. "l'hc major comprlncn!"s ;1ml the 
main links bc!"wccn them arc depicted. Sites o( learning between dw \\iorking :\-!emory and Conic1l Chunking 
subsystems arc shown as filled semi-circles. :\dditional sit·es ol learning arc loctted in the c:crcbdhr Side-lo<lp. 
t·he speedup t·hat: occurs with practice. I C however, a prediction is incorrect·, the systen1 
automatically suppresses the initial prediction. 
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Representations arising within the CC module also provide contextual input to the 
Cerebellar Side-Loops. The side-loop learns what responses arc appropriate to generate when 
presented with the same context on subsequent trials. The cerebellar sidc··loop performs double 
duty within the model: ji1.rt j!aml!el /mffer !oadinc~ and next-item .fitcililalion. Working memory (Wi'vl) 
mediated loading of the motor buffer sends teaching signals to d1e cerebellum that enable it to learn 
to load the buffer more rapidly than the WM mechanism f(>r buffer loading. Such fast loading 
requires parallel cerebellar outputs that recreate a gradient across the active channels ro ensure that· 
the cerebellar-based buffer loading deposits a spatial pattern that is similar to that instated in the 
buffer by loading from WM. The cerebellar module can also learn to anticipate and lilcilitate choice 
of the next item to be perf(lrmed. This item·by-·itcm learning is based on both (1) the context 
representation provided by the cortical chunking (CC) module, a representation that remains active 
throughout the perforn1<HlCC of d1e se(_p_tence, and (2) the cerebellar output related to perfonnance 
of the preceding item(s) in the sce1uence. In this way, item·specific cerebellar output recurrently 
provides signals that help define a fine-grained, dynan1ically evolving context representat-ion that 
reflects both chtmk and st:atc·-C)f.prc)gression-within-chunk. 'fhc acceleration of iten1-by-itcn1 
execut·ion achieved by this process is iterated as pracficc continues tu-u-il iten1s are being pcrfonned 
as rapidly as the cerebellum is capable of recognizing, and responding to, the context defined by 
successful initiation of inuncdiate predecessor itcn1s. Ccrcballar data derived hon1 studies of 
classical conlli6oning (e.g;, Thon1pson et al., 1997) and fron1 the vestibulo··ocular reflex (e.g., 
Raymond & Lisberger, 1998) indicate that this maximal rate may be approximately one item every 
80-90 ms2 It is not· necessary to alter any of the internal function of the cerebellar module to 
accomplish both parallel loading and next-item facilit·ation. The diff(,rent-iation emerges because 
different· cerebellar zones have distinct inputs (contc::..;J signals, error signals) and output targets. 
Representation il11d Learning within the Model 
A basic structural assurnption of t·hc n1odcl is dwt output channels already exist for highly 
learned single iten1s/ elenlent·s. This channel SITucturc represents an abstTaction of the result of a 
prior learning process. Such abstraction is advantageous because it: hides dNails that: arc largely 
unirnportant- to the scqncn!"ial issues being addressed. A disadvantage of assuming pn--~--existing 
clenx:nts with no subst:niC!"urc in t·hcir repn.:sent;Hion is that it docs not allow full treauncnt here of 
itcn1 cornplcxity issues, such as the word--length by serial posit-ion effect: (e.g., Cowan, 1994; Cowan ct· 
al., 1992; 1994), or Klapp's (1995) \lit' versus \lah' condition. 
Est·ablishcd it·enl---specific channels run du:oug-h the working n1cn1ory (\Vl\11), Execution 
Module (EM), and cerebellar side··loop componenrs of t·he model, hut not through the CC module. 
Instead, the latter fon11s representations that arc ((JJJJjJI'fJJiw retodil(€J (i.e., chunks) of sets of t·hese 
clctnents. The cerebellar sidt_>loop incorporates the CC representation as one an1ong several types 
of input. r':ach sequence-specific CC input to cerebellum elicits an exjJtlllSi!!e llltjJarkillc~ in the 
cerebellar module, which then forwards the expanded panern to the cortical motor buffer. 
2 I fcre we propose that the cerebellum is a recurrent neural network that can mediate a kind of learned central chaining, 
in which a cerebellar output: command that nctiv;tlcs SCljlH.:nce item 11 is fed back int·o the cerebellum Lo help specify the 
context for elicitation of a cerebellar output: command for activating sequence item n+ I (cf. Rhodes&. Bullock, 2002). 
\\/c can nsk whnl' l'lw minimun1 time is between output n :tnd output n+ I in the case where output n+ I is tntly 
conditional upon prior generation or the command for out:pul' J!. i\ provisional answer emerges from the literature on 
ad:1ptivc liming of the conditioned eye blink, which is known t:o depend on the cerebellar cortex (e.g., !iiala ct. al., 1990; 
Perrett cL nl., 1993). The dat·a n( Stein mel/. (1990), among others, suggest that: the minimal interval buwcen an input: to 
cerebellar cortex and a robust: output condit"iontll on that: input may be ;lround 90 milliseconds. hala ct al. (1990) offers 11 
model ;tnd explanation Cor this "long" minim:1l delay. 
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Another mam representational feature of the model is the parallel, priority··tagged 
representation of serial order found in the motor output buffer (and several other fields within the 
n1odel). In the buffer, itetn representations are inactive or active, and the sun1 of activity distributed 
across the active nodes cannot: exceed a fixed an1ount. Thus the total activity in the tnot:or output 
buffer is nonnalized, and the greater the nun1ber of active it:cn1s, d1e less the activ:Hion for any one 
ite1n. Across the active represcntat·ions, there is a gradient· fron1 n1ost to least active. In norn1al 
operation, l"his gradient is interpreted by the associated choice n1<:.:chanisn1 as a prin1acy gradient. 
That is, the iten1 representation to be chosen as first to be pcrforn1t:d in the sequence is that: with the 
largest activity; the second iten1's activity is sonle\vhat stnaller but: still larger than t·hat of any 
following iten1(s), and so on throughout the list (see Figure 1 ). 1 Ten:, relative ac6vat·ion level is 
serving as a natural analog code for relative priority, <Hld the spatial pattern of activity levels 
constitutes a priority tagged parallel representation of a sequence. Neuronal fields capable of 
registering serial order as a spatial pattern, referred to as tetnporal order infonnation fields by 
Crossberg (1978/1982), can be constructed, C)r paran1eterizccl, to produce a variety of additic)lla] 
forn1s of gradient in response to sequentitl prescnt~Hion of st·inmli. Exatnples include recency 
gradients (where the last itetn presented has the largest act"ivit·y--d1c reverse of d1e pritnacy gradient-
used here) and bowed gradients where it:etns in the middle of the sequence have sn1allcr activations. 
Only primacy gradients are treated in this paper. 
Also noteworthy is the model's incorporation of multiple bases f(Jr serial order learning and 
perforn1ance. 'fhere arc not only rnuhiple sites of learning, but- also the learning n1c.chanisn1 t"akcs 
nmltiple forn1s. \X/ithin the conical chunking (CC) n1odule, d1erc is a cotnprcssive rccoding into a 
chunkcd n.:~presentat·ion \Vherein a single node represents an ctHire sequence. Such chunks are 
unpacked through a set of adapt-ive weights that recreate the original spatial gradient pattern in a 
W1\J1 field, and learning is regulated by a con1parison between aU1wl and expected input·s. The 
cerebellar m.odule, on d1e od1er hand, ut-ilizes an expansive rccoding of cotHext- and learns t"<) 
reconstruct responses at: t"he target site t-hrough graded analog signals along nmlt-iple cerebellar 
output chantlels. After sufficicnt-Icanlitlg, d1e product c)f this cerelx:llar learning superccdc.s control 
over t-he buffer loading process frotn the working nlctnot.-y' (\X!f\11) subsyst-ctn d1at" previously was the 
prin1ary basis for loading a sequence. 
Model Operation: Ordered Pcrfonmwce :wd Online Le:uning 
In addition !'<) being tlevcloped fc) satisf)7 chronc)nlel"ric and nelJrobiological constraints, the 
111odel neural network was developed to sat-isf)r constTaints that, while often neglected in conceptual 
n1odcls, arc critical for atbpt"ive behavior by aut·onon1ous agents. ( )ne such was that the net"work be 
self-regulat-ing, i.e., capable of openll·ing with n1ininud external influence. f<'or c.xarnple, there should 
be no need for external resetting bctsvcen trials. .1\ft:cr being excited by, and perfonning/learning, 
one setp.Ience, the network should be able to autonon1ously return t:o a st·at:c of readiness for input 
of the next: SC<..JUCncc. .1\s construct·cd, t-he n1oclel only rC<..jUires input: of an it:crn setiucnce and two 
cont:ext·ual st·irnuli t-o be able to register, represent, le~u:n, and pcrforn1 a sequence. Of the two 
contextual stirnuli used, one serves to initiate a v-olitional load of the n1ot:or buffer, and the other 
serves as a trigger stimulus to initiate execution of the sequence. Actual stinmli of the recp.1isite 
types can be, and son1etin1es have been, used in experirnents. Thus the n1odel is alrnost wholly self-
regulating, with external control inputs restricted to the types re<..Juircd to explain aspects of 
perfon11ance subject: to instructional control. 
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The tnodcl accc)lnplishes perfon1l<H1Ce of a novel sequence as follows. To begin a trial, the 
stimuli representing the sequence are presented one after the other. The Working Memory (WlVl) 
subsystetn rc.gisters these. stinmli and creates a spatial-gradient-based representation of the sequence 
in the novel W.i\1 strean1. Upon con1plction of the st-itnulus presentat-ion phase, d1e gradient can be 
voluntarily loaded, via the Buffer Load stage, into the Item Motor Buffer (1MB) of the E•:xecution 
Module (EM) in preparation for execution. 'T'his loading operation models the process by which a 
subject primes/preloads the sequence as the final step in preparation for its performance. Details of 
the 1MB are depicted in the top rectangle of Figure 11. In Figure 12, the top half shows four traces 
representing d1e temporal evolution of simulated CQ activities for a sequence of five items during 
tnotor pritning (flat trace) and pcrfonnance phases spanning 1300 tns. 
To tern1inate the pritning phase, a trigger stinlUlus is presented. Upon receipt of a pen11issive signal 
(C-S signal in row two of Figure 12) fron1 a volitional gate (SetiGate in upper left corner of Figure 
11) responsive to the trigger stimulus, the 1MB and Item Choice l'ield (I CF) (second rectangle from 
the top in l''igure 11) run a comperition to search for and select the channel with the largest IMB 
activation. This con1pet·ition evolves under !'he influence of a n1otor buffer gain signal (Il\1B gain in 
row two of F'igurc 12) that is high during search for next· iten1 but low during iten1 pcrforn1ance. 
While on, this gain signal boosts 1MB activation levels. The time needed for the ICF to select a 
winner is strongly influenced by the number of items inil"ially in the HvfB, because of the 
nornudi:r.ation property: the n1ore it:en1s, the further all activation levels are fron1 the selection 
threshold. 
Once the ICF selects a winner (row three of J-•'igure 12, wherein a dashed line indicates the winner 
selection t1ueshold), it excites a corresponding site within the next, Current Target (CI) stage (thinl 
rcct·anglc fronl dlc top in r•'igurc 11; ~lCtivation {T<lCC in row four of Figure 12) of that channel. 
Target activation in CT has sever<ll cffect·s. Tt:s descending out-put (to the l)V st·age, fourth rect·anglc 
down in figure 1 J) enables itc.n1 perfornumcc, i.e., execut-ion of d1c n1oven1cnt, via the Lower Level 
.Exeottion syst"cm; and it·s ascending (Hl!"put nu1intains actiYat·ion of its 'progenitor' site itl t1lC ICl··~ 
This is necessary because that lCf;' site's own activity progcni!nr, in dlC l1\tlB, has by t·his t·irne begun 
to have its act"ivity 'dcletc~d' by dlC inhibitory feedback fron1 the chosen ICF' site to its corresponding 
site in the I Mil. 
Rehearsal Cate (fift-h rectangle down in Figure 11) activation indicates that· the command for 
generating t·he chosen movement: has begun. F'eedbacks li:om the Rehearsal Cate stage to the 
SeqCate and JMBCain stages jointly cause t·he depression, during item perfcmnancc, of the llv!B 
gain. Such gain depression (row two of Figure 12) funel'ions to bcilital'c the action of dclet·ing !"he 
corresponding iten1 representation frorn the liV1B (row one of Figure 12) and to prevent a 
premature switch to the next item bdc>rc t·he current· item is fully performed. /\side eflixt of IMB 
gain depression, which can result in forgcu-ing of a queued itctn, is the decay (note t:cn1porarily 
<leclitling traces) of all ren1aini11g itern rnc)t<)r bufTcr activities clur:ing Cl.IrrCtlt" itt:m perfc)rnlatlCC (cf. 
Cowan, 1994). The aut:onult"ic suppression of Rehearsal Ga!'e anivit·y d1at occurs upon con1plction 
of pcrfornu1ncc of the current itcn1 allows t"he li\tfB gain to recover to a high value and ''refresh" the 
INfB. The choosc-ncxt:-and-pcrfonn process then iterates. An1ong the rernaining active clen1cnts 
wid1in the IMB, the one with the highest level of activation will always be selected next. These 
features enable the con1petitive c1ueuing tnechanistn to progressively and rapidly select each it:enl in 
the sequence in the correct order without unwanted repel"itions. In Figure 11, the Rehearsal Gate 
and all other stages below the ICF arc parts of an extended !Jet/or int,gmtion to mdjJoinl (VJTE) 
network that has been developed in prior report·s <m voltttltary nHYven1etlt generation (Bullock, 
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Bongers, Lankhorst, & Beck, 1999; Bullock, Cisek, & (;ross berg, 1998; Bullock & Grossberg, 1988a; 
1991; Bullock, Grossberg, & Guenther, 1993; Bullock, Grossberg, & Mannes, 1993). 
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h:~11re 11 Q)rcccding page). !·:xccution f\·lodulc structure and connectivity. Jo'J:om the major column, the top two boxes 
comprise t·hc Competitive Queuing mechanism of the module (made up of a tTlOl'or buffer and a choice field), which 
translates a ptualld representation of the sequence to be pcrfornwd into a series of item targets in the third box. The 
third through sixth boxes arc essentially a vcc!"Or integration to endpoint (VITI·:) circuit (e.g., Bullock & Crossbcrg, 
19HHa). The lower two boxes llel" as a timc-to-cont<Kl component. By predict-ively signaling itctTl con1plct:ion, it cnt1blcs 
the module to work through the SC(jllCncc one item at: a time with minimal delays between items. The two small boxes in 
the upper left: of the figure, t·ogcthcr wil'11 t·hc Rchcarsnl Catc box t·hnt· is part of the VITI·: circuit", make up the gating 
;tnd gain control p<Hl: of this module. 
The lower half of Figure 12 plots RTs and response rimes extracted from a set: of 
simulations (as in the top of Figure 12) for performance of novel lists of lengths 1-5, and shows 
that the plots compare favorably with plots based on the two-handed key-press data of Sternberg et 
a!. (1978/1980). 
The voluntary Memory Transfer/Buffer Load operation (upper left of Figure 10)-which is 
the key IJ!oior aspect of sequence preparation, because it: 'prin1es' d1e rnot:or buffer-is equally 
in1portant for online learning, because it: serves as the intc.rnal t-rigger for learning in both dw. 
Cortical Chunking (CC) system (upper right of Figure 1 0) and the Chunk Learning (and loading) 
component of the cerebellar side-loop Qowcr right of Figure 10). Via the declarative \1(/M stream, a 
CC node is recruited to learn to recognize dw Wi\1 representat-ion of d1e specific SCCJUCnce t·hat is 
being primed on the current trial. Over repeat·cd Ii\1B loading episodes, this CC node also learns to 
instate t·his sanw pattern into the dcclarat·ivc WJ\1 stTeanL The cerebellar Chunk Learning (Cl..) 
component also uses copies of the spccilic signals that load the 1MB as its teaching signals. But CL 
developn1ent also depends on d1e CC syst-etll, because dH.: Chunk Learning con1ponetH can treat· 
particular CC recognition node act·ivations as contextual signals t-o be associated with) and used to 
regenerate) the pattern of signals being loaded into t-lw IT\!Jl). After pract-ice, dw CL c01nponent 
bccon1cs capable of loading the spatial gradient· rcprcsctHing dw SC<.JUCncc dirccdy into the li'VfB 
whenever the learned CC context recurs. Thus wlwrcas the CC system recalls direct-ly into the 
declarative WM st-ream, the CL system recalls directly into t:he JMB. The latter loading opcr;Jtion 
occurs by dcCwlt· as an autotnatic consequence of sequc.nce recognition by the CC syst·cnL 
1\lloreover, because dw CC systl~t11 is a prcdic!·ivc recognizer, learning rnakes it: able fo predict: that a 
part-icular sequence is t·o be perforn1ed on !'he current: trial on the basis of the rninitnal set of initial 
stirnuli that: uniquely specif)r !'he sequence (a con1n1on assutnpt"ion of word recognition and parsing 
n1odels, e.g., I Iawkins, 1994). The architecture of dw CC systcn1 includes a st-age that allows 
conlJ.nrison of expected input- with actual inpuL This enables it t·o recover frotn erroneous 
predict-ions) ensuring bod1 t·hat: learned CC codes arc stable (cf. c;rossberg) 1980) and that an 
appropriate representation is present in the declarative working 111Cn1ory (\XlfVQ st:rcan1 by the tinlC a 
volitional loading C}l_1Cral'ion is to be perfc)rnlctl. 
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After moderate levels of practice, the speed and strength of fast parallel loading of the JMB 
by CL-level cerebellar output becomes sufficient to modify the 1MB gradient in hvor of quicker 
choice of the first item. When the parallel load signal becomes quite strong, it forces the Item 
Choice Field to select" the first item during the loading process. This jJIWOlllllll"tl!lent cannot be 
achieved by the volitional, WM-based buffer loading operation regardless of which WM stream 
provides the pattern being loaded into the 1MB. The first item in a sequence can be produced more 
rapidly following the GO st·imulus if there has been precommitment than if not. Indeed, such 
prcco1nn1ittnent n1akcs the n1ode1's latency independent of sequence length while leaving t1w ratio 
and rate effects intact. Figure 13 plots simulation results that illustrate how the model's learning· 
based precommitment can explain the disappearance of the sequence length effect on latency in the 
data of Klapp (1995). In summary, chunking changes the temporal characteristics of an sRT by 
providing an additional input to !"he EM core, not by enabling a process that bypasses the EM core. 
This helps explain why even highly chunked sequences such as syllables or musical scales remain 
subject to spur-of-the-moment volitional modulation of their temporal characteristics. 
T\vo processes associated with 1MB loading via the cerebellar path lead to lower activation in 
the \1(/M components of the model. As such, they may help explain the oft-replicated observation 
that: procedural learning (autonlat-iz:Hion) is associated with reduced fronto-cortical activation (Sakai 
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l·i;:~~lf/1! 13. Model performance (black solid lines) comp:trcd with the Klapp (1995) simple HT :1nd inter-response interval 
(!Rl) date\ (dashed lines). Data lines colored grey and dark grey represent. early and modcral'c practice, respectively. The 
t·crnpoml ollsct :tlong the ordinate bl'!wccn the model latencies and the data arises from paradigm differences. The 
model, with its I ·:xccut:ion I\lodulc paramctcri:-ccd for 1 he Su.:rnbcrg ct al. ( J97H/ 19HO) 2--hnndcd typing t:1sk dal:<l (sec 
l'igurc J 2), exhibits faster latencies because the Sternberg pan1digm cn1ploycd a fixed forcpcriod and a countdown, 
whereas Klapp employed a random forcpcriod. The difference in temporal uncertainty of CO signal occurrence em 
explain !"he differences between dnta and modeL 'l'he differences bnwcen model and data lRJ arc ~ll.l.ributablc to Klapp's 
binmdal within-SCl]UCncc item durations (which combined to produce the average duration \'alues shown here). Such 
variable··dunHion keypress responses arc not within the scope of the current inst·antiation of the model. 
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et al., 1998; Shadmehr & Ilolcomb, 1997). When the 1MB is loaded c1uickly by cerebellar outputs, 
the peak activat1ons reached at: the Buffer Load stage are great-ly reduced by inhibitory feedback 
from the 1MB that indicates to the Buffer Load stage that the goal of the load has already been met. 
Jviorcover, once learning has becotne strong enough to cause preconlnlit-tnent to the first itetn, that 
item-ordinarily the most active--will have its activity deleted from the 1MB (which is also a W1Yl 
element) early in the preparation phase. 
The same combination of model features-rapid parallel loading and the use of 'early 
deletion' (at the time of next item choice rather than at the time of completion of that item's 
performance)-also allows the model to perform d1e multi-tasking operation of loading the next 
sequence while the terminal element of d1e prior list is being performed. Clear evidence for such a 
con1petencc was seen in Verwey's (1996) US condition. In the US condition there was a 
reappearance of the sec1uencc length effect" on latency. 'l'his is explicable because when loading of 
the 1MB occurs while the JC:F is already occupied with the final item of the prior sequence, there 
can be no prc.con1n1it:rnent 
Anod1cr circurnstance in which precorntDitnwnt would i~1il is if perfonncrs are in a rnode in 
which they are either not using the 1MB or in which the IMB gain is transiently less than normal. 
Verwey (1996) f(mnd that giving subjects explicit instructions to prepare increased their propensity 
to use tnenlory-,hased preloading rather t·han sirnply reacting r-o stin1ulus inputs. Which n1odc 
subjects were in was detectible by the SS/WS ratio. Above, we argued that patients with moderate 
cerebellar damage appear to have abandoned the strategy of preloading the motor buffer, 
presumably because the outputs to this buffer from their damaged cerebella are disordered and 
t1H.::rcf~H:e count:er-product·ivc. ln the current· fon11 of !'l1c n1odd, such a strategy could be 
in1pletnented by suppressing !"he lJ\1113 gain. A relevant c)bscrvat·ion CC)llH::s frmtl Verwey (1999). In a 
'transfer phase one' condition, subjects who had already exhibited a practice .. dependent dirriJ!!!ermmcc 
of the length effect on latency exhibited a n>rljJjmmmtr of the latency effect· when they were abruptly 
switched li:om an sRT protocol (with ample preloading time) to a dual task protocol in which 
episodes of 8 .. 12 stimulus .. guided responses unpredictably segued into a cRT task (requiring cued 
recall of one of several previously learned sequences. St-inlulus guidance was not available for the 
cR.T part: of the task, so successful pcrfonnancc. had to be n1cn1ory--guided. Sequence selection 
relied upon a mapping learned in the preceding practice phase). Such an on the .. fly t·ask switch 
requires bringing the TIV1B back on··line, and during an unavoidable transition phase, a lower dun 
normal liV!B gain would prevent the activations caused by transient cerebellar outputs (to 1MB) from 
becoming supraliminal vis .. ;r vis the 1 CF threshold. l'igure 12 illustrates the relatively low IMB gain 
level present prior to the actual execlllion phase of the trial. This level is sufficient to maintain a 
representation prcloaded into the n1otor buffer in preparation for perfonnancc. Even slightly lower 
gain-as evident in the troughs during itetn perforn1ance shown in Figure 12--result·s in rapid decay of 
1MB ael'ivity. Such a lower gain level would be very effective in taking 1MB offline fclr stimulus-
guided performance. Figure 12 also illustrates the slight lag in 1MB gain increase relative to Sec1Cate 
(C·S) onset. Starting with an even lower level of I1\1IB gain under !"he experitnental conditions 
described above would lengthen this !"cn1poral lag. Thus, there would be no precon1n1it·n1ent In 
that case, the first iten1 choice wo-uld await dw volitional, worl;:ing 1nen1ory n1ediatcd Buffer Load 
operation (see Figure 1 0), and latency would again bccon1e a function of sequence length. As 
subjects becatne better at rapid switching fron1 reactive, stinmltlS <.hivcn nl<)de \"() nlctn<}ry-·guidcd, 
rapid prcloading mode, they would be able to progressively ameliorate the sequence length effect on 
latency. This is what subjects did over several sessions of exposure to the need to repeatedly switch 
fron1 stinmlus··guide<.l to n1en1ory-guided operat·ion. 
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After very extensive practice of any fixed secp.Iencc, the cerebellar ltcn1-by-Iten1 I.earning 
(TIL) cornponent (detailed in Figure 14) would start to have an excitatory influence on sites within 
the CT field that are excited by, and in turn excite corresponding sites within, the Item Choice Field. 
As a result, when producing initial or non-initial itc.n1s, the. EJVI would not have to \vait for full 
resolution--a relatim:b slow process--of I tcn1 Choice l 1'ield con1petition between itc.rns ren1aining 
act·ive in the IMB. This would enable more rapid transitions between items during performance of a 
well-learned sec1uence and substantially ameliorate the rate eff<xt. Although the IIL component of 
dw cerebellar side---loop uses the sank intra-cerebellar learning nwchanisrns as the Chunk Learning 
(CL) cerebellar component, its contribution is distinctive by virtue of its different inputs and 
outputs. In the IlL loop, the output signals from the Item Choice Field (no/ from the Buffer Load 
stage) are used as error/teaching signals, and contextual input: arises frorn the cortical chunking (CC) 
system, the CL cerebellar component, t111rl real!TI'IIIIy.fiWJI il.r 01/)/1 o;t!jJIII (see Figure 14). A key feature 
of this way of specifying context is that the system can easily learn difl(:rent branches from the same 
stem. Due to the sec1uential nature of the l tem Choice Field signals (in contrast: to the parallel 
outputs from the Buffer Load stage) used t-,, teach the Ill, loop, outputs from this cerebellar 
cotnponent occur successively and predictively instate a target for the next relevant channel only. 
/\ls<\ adapti<;,re tin1ing by the cerebellun1 becon1es in1portant in enabling progressive reduction of 
IRis to asymptotic levels. Although a key part of the proposed model, this lower-level cerebellar 
cmnponent has not: yet: been incorporated in a con1puter sinn1lation of the entire systen1. J Iowevcr, 
an efficient circuit·, which can rncet· the IlL challenge with tnany fewer cells t·han prior n1odels, has 
been developed as the RSL QZecurrent Slide and J ,at·ch) model of cerebellar adaptive t·iming and 
sequencing (Rhodes & Bullock, 2002). 
Correspondence between Model ;wd /3r;lin hiements 
Ivio(lel ticvelor)1ncnt was const"rainctl t<) be e<)nsist:ent wid1 d1e general findings crnerging 
fron1 inve,stigations into l"l1e neural bases of learning and perfornu1nce of serial rno\renlent·s. 
Therefore it is possible to 1-c:ntatively associate brain regions with components of the model. The 
lack of brain n1casuren1erll"s frorn studies using exactly the protocols discussed above n1akcs any 
final ident·ifical"ions irnpossible. Ilowevcr, d-1e exercise is valuable because it brings into sharper 
relief a nun1ber of hypot-heses regarding dH_: funct-ional division of labor arnong various brain 
rcgi<HlS while it· also engenders novel intcrpn __ '.t:at"ions of sonlc key cxpcrin1Cnt·al obscrv<1tions. 
Consider first the global architecture of the rnodcl as presented in Figure 10. At t·his level 
we propose the fclllowing correspondences, which are not: intended to he exhaust-ive. The Wl'vl 
subsystem corresponds to (at least) components of the prdi:ontal cortex and the prc-.SMJ\, the latter 
of which n1ediat-es between prefrontal cortex and the S:IVL'\ (supplcnlCntary n1otor arc.a) proper. T'hc 
E1\tl subsystem corresponds to (at least:) components of the SM/\, the basal ganglia, th;\lamus, and 
primary n1otor cortex. The CC subsystenl corresponds to (at least) cornponcnt:s of dw. posterior 
paricl"al cortex. The side-loop system_ corresponds to (at least:) l"wo circuit"s t"lu:ough the cerebellum. 
The bases for t11esc correspondences arc now briefly reviewed. 
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Jf7orkiJ(~ ;;;e!!IOIJ')imction.r in dOI:ro/atera! p1rjimJ!al rorlex. Although less detailed, the WM module 
as presented shares features with the local prefrontal circuit proposed by 'l\rgamets and I lorwitz 
(1998) to capture the characteristics of the major known cell types within a model of the delayed 
match.to·sample task. More generally, a huge body of work implicates prefi'ontal cortex, especially 
dorsolat·eral prefrontal cortex (l)LPF'C), in various working nlcn1ory functions for a variety of 
complex behaviors (sec, e.g., Fuster, 2000; Miller, 1999; Miller, Erickson, & Desimone, 1996; 
Petrides, 1995; Quintana & Fuster, 1992; Ungerleider, 1995; Ungerleider, Courtney, & l lax by, 1998; 
Wagner, 1999), including serial order memory (Petrides, 1991 ). An important role for DLPFC in 
learning and/ or controlling sequential n1oven1ent has been dcrnonstrated (e.g., Barone & Joseph, 
1989; Comez Bddarrain, Grafimrn, Ruiz De Velasco, Pascual-Leone, & c;arcia-.Monco, 2002; 
Jenkins, Brooks, Nixon, Frackowiak, & Passinghan1, 1994; J ueptner, F'rith, Brooks, Frackowiak, & 
Passingham, 1997a; .Jueptner eta!., 1997b; Pascual-Leone, Cratinan, & 1 Lrllett, 1995; Pasetwl··Leone, 
Wassern1ann, Craftnan, & J Tallett, 1996), and activation in l)LPFC tends to be n1ore extensive 
during learning of a new sequence than d·uring execution of a learned sequence (e.g., Sakai et" al., 
1998). .Alt'hough of use in controlling behavior, the types of activily found in the studies cited 
above have not usually been considered to be direclly movement .. rdatccl. 1 Iowever, relationships of 
DLPFC activity to specific motor pararneters have been reported (e.g., I Joshi, Shima, & 'Ewji, l 998; 
Quintana, Yajeya, & Fuster, 1988; Yajeya, Quintana, & Fuster, 1988). In addition, memory load-
related responses have been reported (Callicott et a!., 1999) that are consistent with WJv! cap<Kity 
constraints. 
Most importantly, Chake et a!. (201l1) recendy reported single cells data that slr:ikingly 
confirn1 one of the n1ain physiological predictions of CQ n1odcls: thtH a gradient of ac6vations 
across plan representations prior to and during perforrnance will be observable in d1c part of the 
brain responsible for working nwnlOt)'· Chafce et al. observed three cnscn1blcs of act"ivi!·ics in 
prcfront·al cortex, corresponding to three segnK'.nts of a ford1cot11ing line-drawing t·hat: a n1onkey 
had been trained to produce. The relative strength of acl·i\'ation of the lhree cellular ensembles 
predicted the order of !'lw forthcon1ing segrncnts: t-llC higher the prc-movcnH.:nt activation, the 
earlier in the sequence dw corresponding scgrncnt was produced. F•:rror data were also in accord 
\Vith predictions of CQ n1odcls. Associating the Working lVlctnory subsys!t:nl of d1e current" tnodcl 
wi1·h the DLPFC is there:!{ me straightf(mvarcl. 
Lo;~~··/erlll J!Of'r'(ge rmd dmnki1~€ in j)(!t'!dr;/ mrlex. T'hc orderly nature of, and func6onal trends 
wit·hin, reciprocal cort"icocortical connect-ivity between frontal <tnd parietal coniccs have been widc.ly 
/•i;i~lfre f.! (preceding page). 1 ntcgmtion ol cerebellar :;ideloop components with other nwdcl components, and illustration 
ol interactions within and between sideloops. The Chunk rv!otor Bufrcr (Ci'v!B, p1Ht of the Cortical Chunking module) 
prnvidcs contextual input. to the Chunk Learninp; cerebellar sidcloop, which in turn provides context"ual input to the ltem 
l ,earning cerebellar sidcloop. 'J'he proce:;s of loading the 1 tcm l\·lot.nr Bu !Tel' (ll\,.1 B) Crom the i'vlotor Buller J ,oad (MBl .) 
component or the \Vorkmg Memory subsystem--a comet]UCilCe of' opening the Load Cmc·--providcs a parallel, multi-
item te;lching sigE1<ll that is routed t·hrough 1'11e inCerior olive (!0) or the Chunk Learning loop t:o synapses between the 
contextual pattern representation and out-put st·ages oC !"he Chunk I ,earning part of the cerebellum. This enables the 
contextual pall:ern provided by the C\IB to learn In activate mul!.i··itcn1 ce.rebclhr outpuL After moderate levels or 
prael"icc, the C\{B's input pattern causes the Chunk Learning loop of the cerebellum \"0 load sevcr<ll items, in parallel, 
into the 1MB. Teaching signals lor the Item Learning loop arise Crom lt.cm Choice held (ICI•) selections that arc used to 
instate one target: tlt ,, time into the Current. 'l'arget: (Cl) f~cld. < )utputs Crom the Item l,earning loop directly load single 
targets into the CT field (thus bypassing I C!,. ;U advanced levels ol practice) and also recurrently provide context. lnck t:o 
the Item Learning loop. Learning invol\'ing these recurrent: signals eventually produces a SCCJUential representation of 
wcll-pract"iced sequences. J\bbrcvi~lt:ions: Ml·'j(; :::::: mossy fiber/granule cell stage of cerebellar processing; P :::.~ 
cerebellar Purkinje cclb:; DCN :=: deep cerebellar nuclei. 
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den1onstrated (see, e.g., .1\ndersen, Asanun1a, & Cowan, 1985; Andersen, .Asanun1a, Essick, & Siegel, 
1990; Barbas & Mesulam, 1981;.Johnson, Ferraina, Bianchi, & Caminiti, 1996;Johnson, Ferraina, & 
Caminiti, 1993; Petrides & Pandya, 1984). That a number of parallel, non-overlapping sets of 
reciprocal corticocortical padl\vays exist suggests a nun1ber of subsysten1s for processing 
inft:)rn1ation in varicrus, specific representational dc)lnains. This brain connectivity corresponds to 
the n1odel's connectivity between the (prefrontal) Working I\ifen1ory subsysten1 and the (parietal) 
Chunking and Sequence RecOj.,'llition systetn. Neuroin1aging studies provide evidence of posterior 
parietal cortical involven1ent in sequence learning and/ or producl"ion (C-rafton, 1 Iazeltine, & I vry, 
1995; .Jenkins et al., 1994; Jueptner et al., 1997b; Petit et al., 1996; Sadato, Campbell, lbane;o, Deiber, 
& Hallett, 1996). Sakai ct al. (1998) demonstrated that there was a transition in the cortical locus of 
task-related activity frotn prefrontal to posterior parietal cortex as learning progressed. This is 
consistent with the rnodel postulates that parietal areas could be recruited for long-tcrn1 storage of 
infclrmation about movement sequences (e.g:, Catalan ct al., 1998; Sadato et al., 1996) am! that this 
recruitrnent coincides wit-h progressive off-loading of Wl\!L 
lf/orkillc~ 11/e/IIOIJ' i111elji11r JJJilh E.x-eu1lio11 Modl!le t!mJI(~h jm.wjJjJ!ol!elllarv lllolor r11m. The 
prcsupplcn1entary tnot·or area (pre-SN1A), but: not· the suppletnentary n1otor area (Sl\!lA), receives 
massive project-ions from t-lw prefrontal cortex (Brodmann Area 46, BA46) while SJ'v!A has 
reciprocal connections with both the pre-SMA and d1e primary mot"or cortex (M1) (Bates & 
Coldman-Rakic, 1993; Dum & Strick, 1991 a; Lu, Preston, & Strick, 1994; Luppino, Matclh, 
Can1anla, & Rizzolatti, 1993; fvlat"StJzaka, .Aizawa, & Tanji, 1992). l,argcly non---overlapping thalan1ic 
regions project to prc-SMA and S1v!A (Mat:elli & Luppino, 1996). Like M1, SMA projects directly to 
the spinal cord whereas pre-SMA does not: have substantial spinal projections (Battaglia Mayer et al., 
1998; Dum & Strick, 1991 a, 1991 b, 19%; Tic, Dum, & Strick, 1995; Lu et: al., 1994; Luppino ct al., 
1993; Tokuno & Tanji, 1993). Prc··SM/\ activity has been considered more complex and 
preparation-related while Sl\1;\ act·ivit-y is n1orc related to internally-cued n1ovemcnt: and covert 
rehearsal (e.g, Alexander & Crutcher, 1990a; llalsband, Matsuzaka, & Tanji, 1994; .Johnson & 
Fcrraina, 1996; Matsuzaka ct: al., 1 992; Jvlatsuzaka & Tanji, 1996). Both SM1\ and pre·SMA have 
been found t"o be involved in the sequencing of n1ovcrncnts (JVlushiake, Inasc, & Tanji, 1990, 19~)'1; 
Shima & Tanji, 1994, 1997, 1998). Changes in planned movements result in stT<mg JXC··SMA 
act-ivation (I'v1at"su;;aka & 'E1nji, 1996; Shitna, .i\!Iushitlkc, Saito, & Tanji, 1996), giving rise to the 
proposal that pn:·-SJ\!IA has a funct·ional role in changing or updMing plans for future behavior 
(I'anji, 1996). Recent: result-s indicate that: pre-SJviA, rather than SiV!/\, represents a critical area lilr 
learning new n1ovcn1cnt sequences (J Tikosaka ct- al., 1996; Kmvashin1a d <11., 1998; i\1iyashit:a, Sakai, 
& llikosaka, 1996; Nakamura, Sakai, & Ilikosaka, 1998, 1999). 
The most relevant single cell recording study was Clower and Alex;mdcr (1998), which 
adduced evidence that serial order is represented in both pre-SMA and SM;\. In this study, 4 t:argers 
0·-~, '1~ R, B) were arranged in a diamond shape on a CR.'f The n1onkey used a joystick in its right 
hand to position a cursor on the display. The n1onkey's task was to stmt at one of the four targets, 
the h<)1TIC position for a given triat and frotn there to rnake cid1er a CW (clockwise) or a CCW 
(counter--clockwise) sequence of 3 (cursor) n1ovcn1ents tn the next targct~vertex of d1e dian10nd. 
From rrial ro tTial, rhe home position and direction (CW vs. CC:W) varied and both were externally 
cued only at: the outset of the sec1uence. After each movement", a 'dead cursor' delay of 600·~1200 
n1s was in1posed to interrupt the sequence pcrforn1ance. The delay was tenninatcd by a 'cotHinuc' 
signal that contained no infornution regarding direction to cotHinue or regarding position in the 
sequence. Following the final re<..1uired n1oven1ent: of the sequence, the continue cue was presented 
again as a 'catch st:inn1lus', and the n1onkey had to 'resist the ten1pt:ation' to tnakc anot-l1cr rnovcrncnt 
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for 900 n1s in order to gain re\vard. Thus the n1onkeys' SC(lucnces were sclf-tenninated, not 
externally terminated. 'I'he lack of external cues, the imposed delays, and the reward contingency 
forced the monkey either (1) to remember the required direction and the accumulated 
count/ position in the sequence (or whether it had already visited a target, as in 'inhibition of returd) 
or (2) to pre-load a three itetn sequence and read it out in a way dependent on continue signals. 
That there was some pre-loading is suggested by the presence of a ratio effect": RTs for the initial 
tnovetnent were ,._.591 n1s, but "-'400 tns for second and t·hird tnovenwnts in the sequence. 
Cell activations were assessed for their selectivity to spatial variables (SV), i.e. itetns 
independent of order. Pre-SMA showed much more of its total SV selectivity during the delay than 
during the RT and MT' intervals. SMA showed ec1ual proportions of its SV selectivity during all 
three intervals. The n1ost striking finding was the high incidence of order-dependent SV-selective 
activity, which was sig11ificant:ly higher in pre-SMI\ (82/116 neurons) than Si'v!A ( 43/11 0). SMA 
showed much more of it·s order-dependent SV selectivity during the delay period than during the RT 
and MT intervals, whereas prc-SNIA showed significant orclcr-sensitive SV select·ivity in all intervals. 
llow do these data relate, if at all, to what would be expected from competitive queuing (CQ) 
models? The data from pre-SMI\ are more readily int:erpreted because j)[e-SMA activity correlates 
with Wlvi load n1uch better than activity in SJVLA, \vhich is a funct-ionally heterogeneous area in 
which significant activity is driven by proprioception during the late RT and MT intervals. It is 
critical to making any comparison that most of the cells being discussed (60 of the 82) showed their 
SV coding, order-dependent, activities during the delay and/ or RT intervals. Unfortunatdy, the data 
presentat-ion doesn't allow us to restrict· the cmnparison to the relevant 60 cells. /\hhough ncid1er 
the protocol nor the resulting data analyses are ideally organized to test C(2, the results are 
suggestiv-e. All C(~ n1odels expect there t:o be a gradient across sinmlt·aneously active representations 
such that activity level predicts order of performance. In pre..SMI\, fclr 47 of 82 cases the tiring rate 
of the cell coding the list-initial SV was at least as large as when active in later positions. For only 19 
of 82 cases was d1e firing rate of the cell coding the list·--second SV at least as anive as when coding 
other positions. For only 29 of 82 cases was the tiring rate of a cell coding the list: third SV at least 
as active as when coding ot:hc.r posit-ions. That the rank ordering strongly C1vors l"l1e initial posit-ion 
is as predicted by the 02 class of models. Moreover, if there is significant buffer renormalization 
during the search phases of readout----as is rnade possible by t"he long int:er-·responsc delays in1posed 
by d1e. \~ont·inue' stirnuli---t11Cn it can occur in C(~ 111odels of d1e type advocat"ecl here that a later it:cn1 
can achieve a larger activity during its RT interval than that: achieved by an earlier iten1 during i1·s RT 
interval. In such a case, a larger activity for the final it·crn is n1ost likely because of the absence of 
inhibition from any competing items: note at the top of Figure 12 the higher activation level of the 
final it· em in the IMB of the model system. Therefore dw rank ordering of cases above, 47 (1 '"), 19 
(2nd), 29 (3''1), is consistent wil'l1 the proposed version of the C<-2_ n1echanisn1. 
Many studies have shown that pre-SJ\{/\ acti,·ity is more robusdy relatable to sequence 
control when !"here arc in1posed wait states than when not. In the above interpretation, this is 
attributed to renormalization, but it could also be that· preSJv!A mediates compliance wid1 the 
waiting rc<.ruiren1cnt by representing !-he additional 'felicity condi!"ion'. T f the rcnonnalizat·ion vicsv is 
correct, then the connectivity and physiology toget"her suggest the following hypodwt-ical 
correspondences between n1odel stages and brain areas. \X/ork_ing 1nen1ory contents in l)l__,Pl~'C can 
be transferred to the Item Motor Buffer (1MB) component of the model located in pre-SMI\ or 
rostral SMA via the Buffer Load component corresponding either to gated paths between DLPFC 
and pre..SMI\ or to a distinct rostral part of pre··SMA The Buffer Load component activates when 
a sequence is preloaded, a situation that is con1parablc to changing plans, which, as reported above, 
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causes pre-SfvlA activation. Loading via the Buffer Load con1ponent is also required when 
sequences are being learned. Alter learning, rapid cerebellar output loads the 1MB and in that case 
inhibitory feedback from 1MB to Buffer Load dampens or negates Buffer Load activity. Thus the 
model-based interpretation predicts that prc-SMA activation should decrease after learning. ·n, the 
extent that there arc differences in the representations used in prefrontal areas and SMA, the prc-
SMA interface zone might mediate appropriate transformations. Thus, the activity patterns of prc-
SMA neurons will be complex. The diverse pre-SJ\IfA activity patterns reported by Clower and 
Alexander (1998) and others (cf Picard & Strick, 1996) can be interpreted from this perspecl"ive. 
Overall, the model interpretation captures data indicating a role of prc--SMA early in sequence 
learning as an interface bet:\veen highc.r level executive regions and n1ore tnovetnent"·related regions, 
but there is evidence that the interface is n1ore con1plex than dutt in the current n1odel. 
Ewmtio11 Modtde mrre.rpondenee IJJit!J .li\1A, M! r111d tile basal pnz~!trl. Enhanced activity in the 
supplen1entary tnotor area (Slvi/\) during sequential n1oven1ent learning and production has been 
shown unmnbiguously by n1any studies using a variety of investigative n1eans: including 
neuroitnaging (e.g, Boecker ct- al., 1998; Boecker ct al., 1994; Catalan ct al., 1998; Colebatch, T)ciber, 
Passingham, Frist:on, & Frackowiak, 1991; .Juept:ner et al., 1997a; Jueptner, Jenkins, Brooks, 
Frackowiak, & Passingham, 1996; Jueptmor et: al., 1997b; Mat:elli et: al., 1993; Rao et: a!., 1993; Remy, 
J:ilbovicius, .Leroy Willig, Syrot·a, & Samson, 1994; Sadat:o et al., 1996), cell recording (e.g., I lalsband 
et al., 1994; Tanji, 1994; 'l'anji & Mushiake, 1996; Tanji & Shima, 1994, 1996; '1\mji, Shima, & 
I'vfushiakc, 1996), behavioral tests of clinical populat"ions \vith SI'v1J\ lesions (e.g., Ackcrn1ann, Daun1, 
Schugcns, & Crodd, 1996; TTalsband, Ito, Tanji, & l"<'reund, -1 993), and t:ranscranial rnagnctic 
stin1ulat"ion over Si\1/\ to disrupt sequential rnovcn1cnt:s (e.g., Bcrardelli et al., 1994; Cunnington et 
al., 1996b; Gerloff~ Corwell, Chen, l Tallett, & Cohen, 1997). These dat·a support: t·he notion that: 
Si'v!t\ is cril"ically involved in the process of organizing scquenl"ial motor anions, all"lmugh Uhl et· al. 
(1996) have argued f(,r spatial as well 'IS temporal properties being determined in SM/1. Some of the 
cell recording of Tanji and colleagues, in particular, has discovered SCLJUCnC<:>, t-ransition-·, and il'enl-
specitic neuronal responses in SMA (e.g., 'l'anji, 2001 ). 
IVlany d:Ha, bod1 nc1Jroanat·on1ical and funct·ional (e.g~, in tlddition t·o various earlier cit:afions, 
Luppino ct al., 1993; Matelli, Luppino, & Rizzohlli, 1991; Orgogozo & Larsen, 1979; Vidal, Bonnet, 
& Macar, 1995; Wildgrubcr, F\rb, Klose, & Crodd, 1997; Xiong, Parsons, Gao, & Fox, 1999; J:illcs ct 
al., 1995), also support the notion 1·hat SIVL'\ operates, at least· in part, as a hierarchical superior t·o the 
prirnary n1ot:or concx (.f\111 ). Because S.fVIA has son1e direct spinal projections (c.g-. 1 l)unl & St-rick, 
1991 a, 1996; I Je et al., 1995), it might also be considered as part of the lower level execution system. 
I Iowever, the threshold for evoking movement from SMA is much higher, and so the proposed 
locali;;:ation of the execution function in a network centered on _T\!Il appears to be nmch better 
justified. Aft-er assessing a very large set: of cxpcrinlcn!-al obserYations, prior trcatn1cnts of !"he 
VJ'I'E part of the EM did indeed locate the function of key parts of the lower level execution 
system in Ml (assisted by area 5 of parietal cortex, cC Bullock et al., 1998; Cisek, c;rossbcrg, & 
Bullock, 1998)--a correspomlcncc consistent with the present proposals. 
A plausible interpretarion is that the SMA includes the currem target field at t·he interfi1ce 
between the scc1uence reprcscntal"ion system and t:hc diff(:rence vector stage of the EM (sec also 
Contreras-Vidal, Poluha, Teulings, & Stelmach, 1998). If the brain has a distinct Current 'farge\ 
(Cl) field for internally ctwd movements, as opposed to movements cued by distal stimuli (cf 
Mushiake ct: al., 1991 ), t·hen the differential association of SM.A acl"ivit:y with internally controlled 
sequences could be explained wit-l10ut postulat·ing that· it is strictly part of the sequential WM system. 
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Note that the CT stage's status is son1cwhat atnbig--uous as part of the WM systen1 because the 
reciprocal links between it and the I CF make it able to maintain activations over a delay. Such 
tnaintaincd activities are frequently observed in pren1otor cortices> such as the Sl\1A (e.g., 'E111ji, 
2001) and the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) (I< alaska & Crammond, 1995). 
Recording in the PMd, just lateral to SMA, has recently provided single cell evidence for 
another property of the n1odel: the nonnalizMion of total activity across the gradient representation 
of serial order. This property predicts that the peak frontal cortical activity associated with each 
individual plan representation will decline as the nun1ber of co-active plans increases. l)at:a that 
confirm this prediction were recently reported by Cisek and !<alaska (2002). They found a class of 
cells in the rostral part of PMd that they called "potential response cells". Different subsets of such 
cells, representing different potcntitll responses, \Verc co-active during a delay period \vhen there was 
uncert·ainty regarding which, if any, of one or two alternative responses should be pcrfonned. This 
delay period activity was nmch 111orc 'rigorous in each plan rcpresetll"ation (cell subset) when there 
was only one potential response than when there were two pot:cnt·ial responses. A sitnilar inverse 
relation between activation levels and nun1bcr of altenull·ives has been seen in oculon1otor areas 
(Basso & Wurtz, 1998), which is pertinent because prepared setp.tenccs of eye n1oven1ents 
performed by relatively naive subjects also exhibit a length effic;ct: on latency (Zingale & Kowler, 
1 987). 
Volun1inous evidence exist·s to suggest: that the basal ganglia play a fundan1cntal role in d1c 
learning and perfon11~H1CC of setJUCntial nlovenlcnt·s. Considerable work with Parkinsonian paeicnts 
has doctmlentcd robust eff<.x:t·s of basal ganglia dysfunct·ion on seq1Jcnce learning and perfonnance 
(Cunnington, Bradshaw, & lansek, 1996a; Curra et al., 1997; Doyon et: al., l 997; Jackson, .Jackson, 
1 Iarrison, J J cndcrson, & Kennard, 1995; i\lfart·in, Phillips, J ansek, & Bradsh<lW, 1994; _Mat·sunloto, 
l Tanakawa, Maki, Craybicl, & Kimura, 1 999; Miyachi, T Jikosaka, Miyashita, Karacli, & Rand, 1997; 
Pasnwl··Leonc et al., 1993; RaLll cl' al., 1987; Samuel ct· al., 1997a; Samuel et al., l997b; \XIeiss, 
Stelmach, & T lcfi·er, 1997; Yamaclori, Yoshida, Mori, & Yamashita, 1996). Neurophysiological 
studies have provided sin1ilar evidence (e.g., Kcrrnadi & Joseph, '1995; Kcrnl<Hii, Jurquct, /\rzi, & 
Joseph, 1993; i'v!ushiake, Fujii, & Tanji, 1996). Moreover, ncuroanatomical stwlics have established 
t·hat: a large nun1bcr of dist·inct cort·ical projecl"ions to !"he basal ganglia exert control over distinct 
front:O··cortico-thalamic circuits (e.g., Alexander & Crutcher, j 990b; .Alexander, Crutcher, & Del-ong, 
·j 990; Alexander, l)elDng, & Strick, 1986; _Middlct-<}11 & St-rick, ·1 9~)7a), inclmling a nlot·()f circuit· dut 
includes SMA and M1. 
\X/herc do the basal ganglia fit· into t·he present proposal? Following now classical studies of 
J Iikosaka and \Xlurtz (1989), Red grave, Prescott, and Curncy (1999) have con1pcllingly argued dult· 
the basal ganglia arc perfon11ing selcct·ion opcrat·ions to govern nc.ural processing, and this has 
proven a fruitful hypot-hesis in con1prchensivc con1putat:ional n1odels of eye n1ovcn1cnt control 
(Brown, Bullock, & Cross berg, 2000; Dominey et al., 1995). Basal ganglia ddicits result' in selection 
problen1s-with crosstalk bchvcen nonnally segregated channels (Doudet, (;ross, Aduison, & 
Bioulac, 1990; Tremblay, Filion, & Bedard, 1989) increasing the difficulty associated with making a 
selection and allowing behavior to proceed. In the present n1odel) selec!"ion cncc)lnpasses two 
subsystcn1s: the gating and gain control pathways that pervade the various con1ponent:s, and the 
It:cn1 Choice Field. The gating signals used in the lower level execution systern within the I~xeoHion 
Module have been attributed to basal ganglia related operations in prior treatments of the VJTE 
model (e.gc, Bullock et al., 1999; Bullock & Crossberg, 1988b) and this attribution was buttressed in 
recent n1odcls of how basal ganglia outputs affect the. superior colliculus and distinct cortical larnina 
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1n the exc.cution of planned eye n1oven1cnt:s (Brown, Bullock, & Grossberg, 1999; (~rossberg, 
Roberts, Aguilar, & Bullock, 1997). 
Many authors have treated the input nuclei of the dorsal basal ganglia (BG) system-the 
caudate and putatnen that con1pose the striatmn-as a choice field. Cortical activation of 
corrc.sponding striatal regions orchestrates control of frontal circuits. If the cortical locus of 
control shifts as a result of learning, and if cortical locus is indicat-ive of the operative trans--.13(; 
loop, t·hen the locus of basal ganglia activity should also change as learning progresses. Recent 
evidence indicates that this is indeed d1e case (see .Jueptner ct al., 1997a; .Jueptner et al., 1997b; 
.Jueptner & Weiller, 1998; Miyachi et· al., 1997). There is a shift of basal ganglia acti\·ation from 
anterior t-o posterior striatll1n during learning, and t-his shift- parallels changes in frontal tnotor 
cortical activation. Early in learning, l)LPr;·c and caudate/ anterior put·anlen are relat'ively n1ore 
acti>,re, while during overlearned pcrfonnancc sensorin1o!:or cortex (including Jv11) and posterior 
put·anH:~ll bCC011le 11lOrC act"ivc. 
J'v1any proposals c.xist: for how basal ganglia n1ight be able to learn and perfonn sequences 
(e.g., Beiser & l Jouk, 1998; Berns & Scjnowski, 1998; Dominey & Arbib, 1992; Dominey et al., 1995; 
Suri & Schultz, 1998). Whereas there is son1e treattnent of a gat"ing function of the basal ganglia, no 
prior model has proposed the gating/ gain function suggested in the N-S'J'RF·:AMS model. Most 
proposals have focused on a variant of "central" chaining (using netvvorks wit-h internal recurrence) 
as the underlying serial representation. '1\•pically, both chunking and parallel rcprcsetl\'ation of 
sequences have been neglected. The recent model of Nakahara, Doya & I Iikosaka (2001) continued 
t·his tradition. Although the n10del was applied to a task that requires monkeys to learn a "hyper--
set" sequence con1prising five two---iten1 suh-scquctlCeS, dw proposed learning process cotnpletely 
ignores the two.,itctn chunks, and in effect learns a ten-iten1 chain under the guidance of 
reinforcetnent learning. Alt-hough tnonkcys arc apparently !es.r sensitive to sub-seclucnce st-ructure 
than lmrnans (Conway & Christiansen, 2001 ), there is evidence, even in t·he dat-a reviewed by 
Nakahara ct al., that n1onkeys show sonw savings when sub---chunks are reused in new hyper-sets. 
Streb savings arc not shown by dw sequence learning n1odel of Nakahara et al. 1\;lorcover~ because 
!"here is no CQ con1poncnt in these prior tnodcJs~ the only rcprcsent"ation of sequences is irnplicit in 
!"he. weight rnatrices that govern state transit-ions during pcrfornwncc. Thus there is no way d111t 
such models can explain the neurophysiological data (e.g., Chafee et· al., 2001) that· show a prc-
rnovernent· rank ordering, across sirnult-ancous neural activit-ies in fronl"al cortex, that" predicts the 
f(lrthcoming behavioral sequence. Despite the limitations of the Nakahara et al. model, the more 
comprehensive proposals (I Iikosaka et al., 1999; I Jikosaka, Nakamura, Sakai, & Nakahara, 2002) 
fro111 which it was spawned share rnany of dw neurobiological constTaint:s incorporated into the 
conceptual scheme developed in this paper. 
Cmbe/111111. In addition to the timing studies (lnhoff et al., 1989; lnhoff & Rafal, 1990) that 
in1plicated cerebellun1 in the pcrfornnncc of n1oven1cnt· sequences, ot·hcr clinical studies have 
den1ons!"rated ehat· ce.rebcllutn plays an in1porLu1t· role in procedural learning (e.g., l)oyon ct al., 
1998; Cotnez Bcldarrain, Carcia-1V1<me<), Rubio, &. Pascual--] ,cone, 1998; 1\1lolinari cl" aL, 1997; 
Pascual-Leonc ct al., 1993; Wc.ssd, Vedcger, Nazarenus, Vieregge, & Kon1pC ·1 994; Wessel, L.cffiro, 
Lou, Toro, & 1 Iallctt, 1995; Yatnadori ct al., 1996). Nun1erous in1ag--ing studies have also shown 
cerebellum to play a role in sequence learning and performance (e.g., Grafton et al., 1992; Krebs et 
al., 1998). T lowever, the speciflc roles that cerebellum plays have been difficult to identif)• and many 
proposals have been made. Curran (1995) iden!'iflcd this as a particular lacuna in his comprehensive 
rcvie\\Z Sotne cerebellar involvcrncnt in sequence learning and producl"ion is unquest"ionable, and the 
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model presented here proposes specific roles for cerebellum within the learning and performance 
tasks considerc.d. The proposed connectivity between n1o(_lcl cortical areas and cerebellun1 is 
supported by neuroanat:omical data (Middleton & Strick, 1997b; Rouiller, Liang, Babalian, Moret:, & 
Wiesendanger, 1994; Sakai, lnase, & Tanji, 1996; Schell & Strick, 1984; Schmahmann & Pandya, 
1997). In particular, there arc multiple distinct projections from lateral cerebellum via 'motor' 
thalamus to conical areas anterior t·o the central sulcus (frontal cortex). In the model, dlC cerebellar 
contribution to se<.pJence perfon11ance requires considerable practice. It: has recently been reported 
that increased effector specificity is one result of practicing sequences (Crafton, I Iazeltine, & Ivry, 
1998; Rand, I Iikosaka, Miyachi, Lu, & Miyashita, 1998). These data are consistent with increased 
cerebellar involvement after practice, as proposed in the current: modeL The cerebellum may also be 
involved in the learning assun1ed to underlie fonnat·ion of the dedicated iten1 response channels at 
the core of the current modeL 
Conclusions 
The goal of this research was to tabulate and analyze a set of replicable real-time signatures 
frotn the literature on learning and perfornhlncc of fixed sequences, and to usc the entire set of 
effects as an explanatory target for a neural network 111odcl in which all processes are biologically 
plausible. The resulti11g n1odel incorporates a con1petitivc queuing n1cchanisn1, while also 
incorponl!"ing self-regulatory circuiu:y and n1ult-iple substTatcs for on-"line sequence learning. The. 
cort"ical sequence learning S)-'Stenl supports explicit working 111CHlory con1parisons of old and new 
(whence 'declarative') and creates rcprcscnt:at"ions that can serve as the basis for chunk"·level choice 
n1aking. Cerebellar sequence learning supports rapid retrieval and cxecut·ion of learned sequences. 
Detailed features of the network model allow attribution of all the major empirical cffeels 
and explains their distinctive patterns of temporal evolution. The SCl[ucncc length effect on latency 
reflects con1pctitivc nonnalizati<Hl in t11c it·cnl nlot"<)t: buffer (Ji\.113). Norn1alizat"ion itself is necessary 
for the usc of activation level differences, wil"hin a finite neural range, as an in1plicit code for serial 
order, that is, hlr rdat·ivc priority lagging of items. The L1ster final IRI also fdlows from 1MB 
norrnalizat-ion. It- reflects d1e absence of all con1petit-i<m for the final iten1. The sei...JUCnce length 
effect on production rate (mean !Rl) rdkcts 1MB hyst·eresis, the slowness with which !he IlV!B 
dynarnical syst·enl 'forgets' init·ial conditions ol<:~rc, the initial norn1alizcd anivit:y distribut"ion across 
preloadcd itcn1s) during rapid list readout with no unnecessary p·auscs. The TlV1B hysteresis is caused 
joint1y by the low IMB gain during itern performance and by the short next:-itenl search t"inws that· 
avoid long between-it-ern pauses. L.ow gain during pcrforn1ancc is highly functional, in that it 
facilitates clclcl'ion of just--chosen items from the 1MB l[Ueue while also prcvenl'ing premature 
intrusion by t11e next: it"enl in the queue. 
An 1MB rdi:esh during inter--item pauses is necessary to reverse the process of I!VlB decay 
and force dw syste111 to search for and choose a next winner. There is no separate gate on lines 
between the li'viB and the item choice field, so the only mechanism for lilrcing a choice is a build up 
of activation levels in the JMB proper. The variations in the 1MB gain ami t·hcir effects in t·he li'v!B 
field thus provide a complete mechanistic complement to d1e inferences made by Cowan et a!. 
(1.992; 1. 994) regarding loss during it:en1 perf()rnlancc and refresh during inter-iten1 pauses. 
The practice-dependent disappearance of the sec1uence lengl'l1 effect on latency reflects pre--
commitment to the firs! item following a rapid parallel load of the 1MB by outputs of the Chunk 
l.earning syst:etn, treated here as a cerebellar learning tnodulc. Such a rapid load can transiently 
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escape the normalizing effect of within .. JJ\113 fc:edback inhibil"ion, which requires one more synapse 
than excitation. That the length effect on ET reappears if pre-loading must occur with no temporal 
gaps between lists is explicable because no precommitment is possible when d1e final item from dw 
prior list: occupies the choice field during 1MB loading. 
Finally, the serial position e!kct: on IRI is attributed to sag and renewal of the sequence 
gating signal, a con1n1on sytnptotn of a self-regulating systen1 with an inherent delay. The SS/WS 
ratio effect: reflects rhe facr t:har the rime needed to acrivare rhe sequence garing signal is needed fc1r 
the first ite1n but not for subsequent iten1s within a single chunk whose constituent iten1s are 
preloaded in rhe ll\113. 'I'he !Rl asympt·ote at around 90 ms in short lists reflects the minimal time 
for context to teaching sig11al separat-ion in cen-.:bellun1-n1cdiatcd conditional response learning and 
perfc)rnlancc .. 
We believe that the n1odular structure of the n1odcl is well grounded, and that it can serve as 
a basis for n1any further devclopn1ent:s that will enable a higher-·resolution treat"Hlent of the 
neurobiological substrate and its associated behavioral siw1atures. Because of the precision of t1w 
postulates of t"he 1nodd, it was possible t·o irnplcn1cnt it as a con1puter sinn1lation based on a large 
system of ordinary differential equations. Rhodes (1999) c:xplains the model in tc:rms of this system 
of equations and sun11narizcs the sitnulations they n1ade possible. l)iffcrences fron1 prior 
in1plen1cntations of son1c of the C0111ponents arc also discussed in that paper. 
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